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This
Week
As any Hoppie who hasn't
been in a cave all week knows,
this is Spring Fair weekend.
For all sorts of nifty stuff to
do, see Features, p. 8.

Trash connoisseur John
Waters presents his latest:
"Cry-Baby," starring Johnny
Depp. For a review and an in-
terview with the director, see
Arts, p. 15.

Hopkins will become a world
center for astronomy when the
Hubble Space Telescope is
lifted into orbit next week.
Science tells the story, p 19.

One of Hopkins' newest
athletic teams, the ice hockey
squad, advanced to the Mason-
Dixon League Playoffs. For
details, see Sports, p. 21.

Wyman Park Dell hosts a
statewide rally for abortion
rights. More in News, p. 2.
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The Peabody Institute, affiliated with Hopkins since 1977.

Peabody, WJHU in jeopardy
Legislature may cut funding from conservatory
and radio station in Maryland State budget
by Steven Mizrach

The Maryland General
Assembly is weighing deep cuts
in Governor William Donald
Schaefer's State budget plan to
rescue Hopkins' two ailing in-
stitutions, the professional radio
station WJHU and the Peabody
Institute and Conservatory of
Music.
The joint budget review com-

mittee of the Maryland House and

SC reschedules election
Board of Elections not the candidates in question
by Rob Grant

In response to an appeal from
the Student Council, Director of
Student Activities Bill Smedick
decided that a new election should
be held to determine next year's
Student Council presidency. This
election will be held on Tuesday,
April 10, with one polling loca-
tion in the AMR II lobby open 11
a.m.-8 p.m. and another in the
MSE Library open noon to
midnight.
Although the first run-off

showed Bob Nelson the winner,
charges of voting irregularities
moved the Council to appeal the

Hospital ins
compulsory testing
by Dan Grossman

The Johns Hopkins Hospital is
setting a national precedent by in-
stituting a mandatory drug testing
program, a procedure which does
not necessarily have widespread
support among staff physicians
who must submit to the program
starting in July.
The testing program was

unanimously approved by both
the Hospital's Medical Board and
the Board of Trustees last
February.
The testing policy, unique

among acute-care hospitals in the
nation, states that staff physicians
can be asked to produce a urine
specimen before initial certifica-
tion and biannual re-certification.
Interns and residents in training
will be tested prior to, and mid-
way through, their accreditation
program. The testing will screen
for both legal and illegal drugs.
The possible implementation of

such a program "has been in
discussion for about four years,"
said Carol Pearson, representing
the hospital's Public Information
office. "Many doctors wanted to
take a stand," she added.

But, according to one hospital
physician of assistant professor
rank, the medical staff were not

, • ,

mutes

given adequate notice of the deci-
sion to implement the mandatory
testing program.
"If debate were allowed, [ap-

proval of the program] wouldn't
have taken place," he told the
News-Letter. There was no dis-
sent, he contended, "because no
dissenter knew about it."

Last fall, medical staff were in-
formed of the pending program
via two memos sent out by
Medical Board Chairman Lee
Riley, Jr. M.D. The memos
stated that a plan to conduct an
anonymous random drug survey
was under consideration. Accor-
ding to the physician interview-
ed by the News-Letter, the
understanding was that the survey
would simply "establish a
database" that could be used to
gauge the extent of the drug pro-
blem at the hospital.
But the Medical Board decid-

ed against the anonymous survey
because, according to Riley's
most recent letter to medical staff,
dated February 12, a survey
would not be definitive, and
would simply prolong the resolu-
tion of a difficult issue.

Hospital staff were not official-
ly informed about the Medical

See DRUG TESTING, 2

election results to Smedick since
its constitution does not give the
Council power to invalidate the
election itself.

After hearing the appeal and
the reasons behind it, Smedick
agreed that, though he did not feel
that deliberate fraud "was ever
proven," the incongruities that
occurred in the decision "could
have changed the outcome," and
therefore that the results were not
valid. Both candidates affirmed
that they would accept Smedick's
decision.
Among the inconsistencies

mentioned at the hearing were the
failure of the polling stations to

open on time, the improper
checking of some students' IDs,
and the power failure that darken-
ed the MSE library polling place
for a large part of the evening.
Most importantly, some students
were not allowed to vote who
should have been permitted to
enter ballots, and at least three
people apparently voted more
than once.
This uncertainty over voter

eligibility seemed to have arisen
because names of voters were
checked off in the same copies of
the student directory that were

See ELECTION, 5

Darrell Moses sets up a booth for Spring Fair.
ill Berger

Spring Fair commences
amiast gloomy forecast
by Paul Kramer
Hopkins may have been a cir-

cus before this weekend, but this
year's Spring Fair Circus '90 is
going to mean excitement of an
entirely different kind. At 12
noon today, the 19th Annual
Spring Fair begins, with all the
food, crafts, games, entertain-
ment and spectacle that has made
it a Hopkins favorite.
This year's Fair features over

two hundred vendors, three live
entertainment stages, kids'
games, contests, races, and, with
all the needed publicity and
decoration on top of this, plann-
ing has been a colossal, yet

rewarding task.
Theme chairperson Unice

Lieberman was responsible for
setting the stage for the Fair.' I
had a great committee," she said.
"We did a lot of brainstorming,
got together to watch "Pee Wee's
Big Top" and' Dumbo" to get
ideas. I even got the soundtrack
to the film "Barnum."
Theme chair Jen Willmann also

worked to promote the Fair
theme and remake the campus.
"We rallied people from all parts
of the school," she said. "We've
got a great theme to work with,
and we've put stuff together that

See SPRING FAIR, fi

Senate last Friday decided to cut
WJHU's proposed subsidy of
$988,000 entirely at the Senate's
insistence. The University has, as
a consequence, decided to go
through with its threat to close the
station as of June 30.
The proposed $5.4 million

dollar bailout of Peabody was still
under discussion at press time. A
compromise was thought to have
been reached on a figure of $3.9
million, until House Speaker R.

Clayton Mitchell reopened debate
by insisting the subsidy be cut to
$2.9 million.
The Peabody subsidy is receiv-

ing strong support from the
Governor's office, especially
from Lt. Governor Melvin
Steinberg, who directed a major
State study of Peabody's financial
situation.
Assembly delegates from rural

See PEABODY—WJHU, 3

Michael Blumhardt

Bill Smedick, Director of the SAC Office.

Student radio proposal
passes SC, goes to deans
by Amy Parker

"Assuming that the proposal
for the radio station is approved
by the deans, we could expect to
be on the air by the fall," said
Brian Liddicoat, president of the
Student Radio Broadcast Cor-
poration (SBRC). The SBRC
made a presentation to the Stu-
dent Council on Wednesday,
April 4, on the organization of a
student-run radio station.
The SRBC group includes

thirty-five active members. The
staff appointments include Vice-
President of Engineering Scott
Strauss, Vice-President of Pro-
gramming Richard Schwartz, and
Vice-President of Advertising
Mira Vayda. Ten members of the
SRBC have had previous work
experience on radio stations.
Twelve members also became

new licensed operators on com-
pleting the class taught by Direc-
tor of Training Michele Makos
during lntersession.

After considering various pro-
posals for a radio station, the
SRBC has decided that a system
operating on a carrier current is
the most viable option.
Establishing an entirely new sta-
tion, approved by the FCC,
would take about five years to put
into operation. "If the students
want a JHU station, this is the
best we can do at the moment in
terms of time, cost, and ex-
perience. It is the most realistic
option," said Liddicoat.
The carrier station would con-

duct a radio wave on the electrical
wiring system of University-
owned buildings both on- and off-

See RADIO, 5

Spring Fair decides to
cancel balloon ascension
by Katherine Mansour

Spring Fair Committee co-
chairs Karen Moul and Scott
Berger made a last-minute deci-
sion early Tuesday evening to ap-
pease concerned environmen-
talists and cancel the balloon
ascension planned for many
months to kick off Friday's open-

ing ceremonies. Sally Thorner of
Channel 2 News was to be the
guest master of ceremonies who
would lead children invited from
150 area schools in releasing 500
balloons.
While certain members of the

Students for Environmental Ac-

See BALLOON, 5

News-Letter Primer for the Czechoslovak elections
2-7-5

11-=- urop
Professor George Lisku emigrated from Czechoslovakia in early

1948, leaving behind a post at the Foreign Affairs Ministry. He spent
some time in France and England before finally coming to the United
States. Professor Liska joined the Free Czechoslovakia Committee,
a government in exile, for a few years, and redid his dissertation
at Harvard. He is currently professor of political science at Johns
Hopkins, with a joint appointment at the School for Advanced Inter-
national Studies in Washington and the Political Science department
at Homewood.

years? Have the 50 years in between ameliorated the conflict?

The relationship has been developing in an unbalanced fashion.

You have to go very far back to the origins of the state in 1918, when

Slovakia was brought in to equalize the diparity in the degree of

development. Slovakia had not been an independent state since around

900, and has been severely repressed by the Hungarians and the

Czechs in the Austrian part of the empire. The situation was similar

in some ways to what you have today in the process of political and
economic development of Czechoslovakia.
Simply put, one side tried to help the other, the Slovaks came to

resent that and they spoke of Czech imperialism. The other reason

for the confederation of Slovaks and Czechs was strategic, to get

the territory of Czechoslovakia out of the geopolitical encirclement

by Germany. Slovakia had presented an escape to the East territorially.
Czechoslovakia started highly unified culturally and politically, but,
progressively, the Slovaks tried to develop their own cultural-linguistic
identity, which led to the separatist movement in conjunction with
Munich. I think, progressively, the Czechs came to feel that they

were being used and that their interest in maintaining the communist

state was not equally shared by the Slovaks. Since then, it has become

a process in which the Czechs were put in a position that they would

rule the Slovaks to stay together in the single state, and the Slovaks

were dictating the conditions. And this is most recently, comically

expressed in the idea that you should restore the hyphen in Czecho

Slovak, according to the New York Times. The relationship is not

a healthy one because of this assymetric declared state of continuing

joint existence. Slovakia has still been been a larger recipient of

governmental funds for developing schools, for example, in dispropor-

tion to their fiscal contributions to the state. They get more than they

pay back in taxes, and the Czechs are increasingly resentful of that.

So I think that its will be a delicate relationship, which perhaps should

become healthier progressively. It was the Slovaks who were the most

dominant communists after 1968—and the Czechs felt they were sort

of gotten; somehow subjected to Slovak communists. Whereas it was

. . . the Czech lands which voted Communist more than 35 % more

News-Letter: What is the status of the Czecho-Slovak relation-

ship, and how is it different today than it was in the interwar See L1SKA, 4
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Abortion rights rally
crowds Wyman Park
by Anne Langley

"Voices of the Future" was the
slogan of the day at the Maryland
Students for Choice Rally, held
last Saturday, March 31 in
Wyman Park Dell. This newly
formed student activist group
made its first major impact on the
community by organizing this
city-wide rally for reproductive
rights with the suport of campus
organizations, local businesses,
and other activist groups across
the city.

Nearly 600 people attended the
rally, despite the less-than-
cooperative weather, to listen to
a series of speeches given by con-
cerned activists. While showing
their support and learning more
about the issues, those attending
enjoyed barbecued chicken grill-
ed by the Acacia fraternity,
Chunky Veggie Chili sold by
Students for Choice, and music
played by several local bands.
The speakers on the program

represented a cross-section of
ages, community involvements,
minorities, and special interests.
Student speakers included Craig
Freeman from the Johns Hopkins
Black Student Union, Bess Rose
from the Johns Hopkins
Women's Center and the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance, Francesca
Oneta from Towson State
University's Progressive Student
Union, and Jessica Klitzman, a
student from City College High
School. Each speaker approach-
ed the issue from a different
perspective, but the message was
the same: women must be allow-
ed to decide what happens to their
bodies, not the government,
religious groups, or political fac-
tions, and students must make
their voices heard.
The rally was organized by

Maryland Students for Choice, an
organization that includes
students from 32 high schools,
colleges, and universities across
the state. The group is devoted to
educating, organizing, and
mobilizing students in Maryland
about issues surrounding
reproductive rights.
Maryland Students for Choice

got its start last September, when
students from several campuses
met at a National Organization
for Women (NOW) chapter
meeting. In preparation for the
November 12 rally in
Washington, D.C., students pool-
ed their efforts and resources and
launched a highly successful
mobilization campaign for the
November 12 rally. Their success
indicated that a city-wide student
group could be valuable and ef-
fective, and the contacts made
generated the interest and com-
bined energies which formed the
current Maryland Students for
Choice organization.
Lorna Thorpe, one of the

founders of Maryland Students
for Choice and a key organizer of
Saturday's rally, stated the crux
of the Students for Choice plat-
form: "We have grown up with
these rights, and we will not
allow them to be revoked by a
vocal conservative minority."
She went on to explain the per-

formance of a clear, separate
voice for students on this issue:
"The first compromise that
legislators are willing to make
usually concerns parental
notification. Other organizations
are comprised of older activists,
who may not be as sensitive to the
needs of those directly affected by
the current legislative com-
promises." 'Students for Choice
stands firmly against parental
notification restrictions, as well

Justin Schein

Lorna Thorpe, organizer of the abortion rights rally held last
Friday in Wyman Park. Over 800 attended the event to support
women's rights.

as post-viability restrictions,
another area often compromised
by legislators.

Bess Rose, a junior at Hopkins,
addressed the issue of reproduc-
tive rights as they relate to gay
and lesbian rights. Rose stated her
personal situation, saying "I
doubt that I will ever personally
exercise my right to a safe and
legal abortion." She emphasized,
however, that the threat of
restricted rights affects all of us:
"Every time our government
decides to regulate our personal
actions; actions or activities
which are our own responsibili-
ty and which do no harm to other
people, a woman's right to
choose is infringed upon. The
personal rights of all of us are
threatened every second laws are
on the books which make what I
do in bed illegal."
Though the rally was organiz-

ed by students with the special in-
terests of students in mind,
several important community

speakers participated in the pro-
gram. Alexei Folger, an activist
instrumental in the record-
breaking Boston mobilization of
the past year and secretary of
Boston NOW, spoke about the
importance of student activism
and the difference it can make.
An aide from Senator Hoff-

man's office, who sponsored
Senate abortion rights bill #356,
which was the subject of the re-
cent filibuster in the Maryland
senate, spoke in support of the
student rally, as did Karyn
Strickler, Executive Director of
the Maryland National Abortion
Rights Action League. Other
speakers from the community in-
cluded Salima Siler-Marriot from
the Morgan State University
Department of Mental Health,
A.M.Y. Randall, chair of
Marylanders for the Right to
Choose (MRC), and Margaret
Conway from Catholics for a
Free Choice.

Hopkins medical board
approves drug testing
DRUG TESTING, from 1

Board's decision until February
12

This was after the drug testing
plan had been approved by the
Medical Board and too late for
debate to have any effect on the
program's implementation.
By this time the news that

Hopkins would conduct a man-
datory drug testing program had
already reached the press—from
which many physicians first
learned of the program's
approval.
"When the story hit the papers

it was a done-deal," said the
physician interviewed, who con-
tends that the decision to go ahead
with the testing program has a lot
to do with public relations efforts
on the part of the Hospital ad-
ministration. He called the handl-
ing of the matter "deceptive."
A poll conducted by the

Medical School Council showed
that reaction to the program has
been less than positive. The poll,
gauging reaction to the
program—and possible extension
of the program to Medical School
faculty and students—was releas-
ed last week in the Council Notes
in the J.H.U. Gazette.
The results were generally

negative: 12 out of 23 people op-
posed mandatory testing
altogether; 7 were unconditional-
ly in favor; 2 indicated that a ma-
jority in their departments were
in favor; and 2 were in favor of
testing for hospital staff but op-
posed to testing of Medical
School faculty who had no
medical students or patient
contact.
The program has provoked

strong reaction, both pro and con,
not just from physicians, but
among nurses and technicians
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who, according to Carol Pearson,
have also been considered by the
Medical Board as possible can-
didates for drug testing.
"Mandatory testing is a viola-

tion of constitutional rights of
privacy," said one nurse, who
did not wish to disclose her name.
The only grounds for drug-

testing that she would support,
she said, would be those where
a physician or nurse "is ex-
hibiting questionable behavior."
She would support that kind of
testing because she could sym-
pathize with those people who
"feel that they don't want their
health-care providers in a state of
altered-conciousness."
But the specific goal of the

mandatory drug testing pro-
gram—one that cannot be dealt
with by the implementation of a
random survey—is to coax the
abuser of both legal and illegal
drugs into treatment.
"If someone is suspected of

drug abuse, they will have a
choice of different rehabilitation
programs," said Pearson. She
added that the Faculty and Staff
Assistance Program, which has
been in existence for three years
at the hospital, will be in charge
of running the confidential treat-
ment programs.
This treatment effort, however,

will do little to convince William
M. Bowling, a third-year medical
student, that drug-testing is a
good idea.
"No one has a good figure of

incidence," he said. "If you
don't know the extent of the pro-
blem, you have no idea of the
signifigance of a positive test. It's
a matter of biostatistics. All tests
have a certain error. If a very
small number of people use
drugs, then the utility of a test is
very low: it's more likely to be
a false positive than a true
positive. I support the effort for
a drug-free environment, but -I
don't think this is the way to go
about it."
"Testing could be useful,"

said X-ray technician Terry
Spurlock, who noted the routine
working of 40-hour shifts by staff
and the wide variety of medica-
tions that are available in the
hospital for potential abuse. He
added, "If you've got something
to hide, you probably do."
But according to the hospital

physician interviewed, physical
fatigue is dangerous with or
without drugs.

Balloons
cancelled
BALLOONS, from 1

tion (SEA) had been apprised of
the scheduled launch for some
time, no official action was taken
until recently. The decision to
cancel the ascension directly
followed a series of heated ex-
changes occurring in the past few
days between certain members of
the SEA and the Spring Fair
committee.
SEA President David Pyles

described the way in which the
conflict was handled as "unfor-
tunate" and attributed any pro-
blems to "miscommunication"
and "misunderstanding" on both
sides. He insisted, "Intentions on
both sides were good."
According to Karen Moul,

several members of the SEA in-
dividually confronted her and her
co-chair with accusations yet did
not bring with the "a shred of
evidence." She explained that
"We were more than happy to
read anything they had to give us
[but] . . . nobody brought us any
kind of documentation."
The SEA explained that it had

requested documentation from
outside agents but that the suppor-
ting material had not yet arrived.
Pyles remarked that "as far as
what was done in the events of the
past couple of Jays . . . we had
no official group meeting or of-
ficial stance . . . A couple of
members just went ahead and did
some research, made some phone
calls and notified outside
groups—Greenpeace and Balloon
Alert— ... who then on their own
behalf decided to launch their
own protest."
Denying any official SEA in-

I /M. AMERICAN EXPRESS • CARD FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER
See BALLOON, 6
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Maryland Assembly slashes funding
Peabody Institute may be crippled, WJHU closed down permanently
PEABODY—WJHU, from 1

Maryland counties are less sym-
pathetic to the plight of
Baltimore's famed conservatory.
Opposition to the Peabody plan
has been particularly strong in the
House.
The program the Schaefer ad-

ministration is proposing to
rescue Peabody involves an in-
tricate three-way plan to build up
Peabody's endowment to $80
million and make it financially
self-sufficient by the end of the
decade. Lt. Governor Steinberg
said in the Baltimore Sun that "If
any one component doesn't fulfill
its obligation, the plan
terminates."
The University's obligation is

to raise $15 million in cash or
'bona-fide' pledges privately by
July 1 and collect another $30
million by 1996; the state's share
would be $2.3 million annually
for five years. The state would
also provide a $1 million annual
grant in addition to the $900,000
contributed each year to defray
operating expenses.
The plan contains a 'fail safe'

mechanism: If the goal for private
support is not met, the state gets
back three-quarters of the money
it has pledged.

Lt. Gov. crusades for Peabody

In a News-Letter interview on
Tuesday, Lt. Governor Steinberg
sounded non-comittal."The
budget simply has to be resolved
in a day or so," he said. "It's part
of the Conference Committee's
report, and until it's finalized,
nothing can take place. The
University of Maryland's budget
allocation is the main controver-
sy, and until it's settled nothing
can pass."
Talk of cutting the Peabody

subsidy to $2.9 million reportedly
made Steinberg, who has vowed
to fight to save the conservatory,

Other budget deliberations
have become contentious:
Senator Nancy Kopp said that
Peabody and other budget items
remain "up in the air. There's
been a lot of talking but we
haven't come to an agreement on
it." Senator Laurence Levitan in-
dicated, "The House is still
debating it, and it's still an issue
in committee."

Number of students not to rise

Lt. Governor Steinberg's study
on Peabody's fiscal survivabili-
ty was published in October of
1989. The study's authors ex-
amined a proposal to increase in
the number of Peabody students
to solve the conservatory's deficit
problems, but ruled out the idea
in favor of a bailout by the State,
private donors, and Hopkins.
According to the study, "a

larger Peabody of 500-550
students would severely burden
the personnel . . . while a smaller
Peabody of 300 students . . . will
lose the 'critical mass' necessary
to function properly."
The study indicated that "an in-

crease in the student population
would compromise the standards
of most departments . . . the crea-
tion of a larger Peabody to
generate a higher level of tuition
would be a grave mistake." The
study concluded that the only
viable solution would be to raise
Peabody's endowment.

Peabody caught in 5-Year plan

The affiliation of Peabody with
Hopkins in 1977 has hurt fun-
draising capability of the conser-

vatory, since many donors
assumed that Hopkins could take
care of all of Peabody's financial
problems. In the past, Peabody
trustees, as a 'self-sufficient' divi-
sion, set and met the goal of rais-

ing $12 million in five years in
1979.
However, the costs of music

education continued to soar, and

by 1986 the University had to
spend $20 million to fund
Peabody. After the crash of 1987,
when the Hopkins endowment
dropped by $41.2 million, the
trustees began having doubts
about the $2.7 million Peabody

was drawing annually.
As part of the Five-Year Plan,

the Peabody subsidy was cut back
to $500,000 and Muller went to
meet Lt. Governor Steinberg to
discuss having the state bail out
Peabody in July 1988.
According to the Baltimore

Magazine, Jacques Schlenger, the
managing partner of Baltimore's
biggest law firm, joined the con-
servatory's board of advisors to
try to raise funds, but was caught
in the middle of a $450 million
lawsuit brought against him for
conflict of interest by the state in
1986.
The Peabody Conservatory has

traditionally had problems with
its lack of capital and has had to
borrow from its own endowment
to manage day-to-day operations.
The school has a $3.6 million
budget deficit this year, which is
expected to increase to $5.5
million by 1993.

Peabody students not worried

Students interviewed seemed
insouciant and not at all concern-
ed about Peabody's fiscal crisis.

"Because of more facilities and
a new building," one Peabody
student said," we haven't notic-
ed any financial hardship. The
situation will be better because
we may have more students in the
future.
"We can't tell that there are any
financial problems because we
have more practicing rooms than
last year and there don't seem to
be signs of any problems," the
student contimied.
Anne Garside, Director of

Public Information at the Conser-
vatory, remarked, "Some of the
news has been a little
premature—until there's a real
decision we can't react and it isn't
appropriate to say anything at this
time." Privately, administrators
admitted, "Rumors of our impen-
ding death have been greatly
exaggerated."

WJHU's future in doubt

In contrast to the wrangling
over the funding for Peabody,
Senate and House budget con-
ferees agreed to eliminate
WJHU's entire proposed budget

in record time. Committee
member Senator Laurence
Levitan was quoted in the Sun as
likening taking over the station to
"buying a child a Barbie doll.
You know how much it takes to
clothe and feed that doll?"
Hopkins administrators refus-

ed to comment on the General
Assembly's decision on WJHU.
Hopkins Director of News and

Information Ron Sauder in-
dicated, "As we stated, the
University will not continue to
operate the station after this fiscal
year (June 30). We have made
this clear since the first release of
the Five-Year Plan. We're look-
ing at a variety of options regar-
ding the future of the station, but
that does not include the Univer-
sity continuing financial
operation."
At WJHU, the head of pro-

gramming noted, "Hopkins in in
active negotiation with several
partners willing to take over the
right and responsibilities of
ownership—the privileges would
be how the station runs, and so
forth.
"The station has three possible

Bent Goro

The Peabody Institute, subject of intense debate in the legislature.

futures," he continued. "It could
become a dark signal awaiting so-
meone to petition the FCC for its
restoration, it could be taken over
by another party which —with
transfer of lease—keeps the pro-
gramming intact, or it could be
taken over and completely
changed.
"There's some gray between

these black and white options, but
everybody here believes the se-
cond option is the most likely.
There's a sound foundation for

someone to come along and build
upon—hopefully they will
acknowledge everything that's
been accomplished here.
"Anyway, we're not just a

wayward orphan," he insisted.
"We've been continuing to
receive rewards for excellence all
along."
Currently, WETA-FM, a

Washington-area public radio sta-
tion, is rumored to be interested
in WJHU's license, as are some
other media groups.
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Primer for the Czechoslovak elections
LISKA, from I

than the Slovaks in 1948. The reason [the Slovaks thought they were
gotten] was because in the eyes of the Soviet military command
Slovakia was a defeated country and therefore behaved more in
Slovakia than in the Czech lands—it [Czech Bohemia] was a liberated
country, so it is very confusing.

N-L: What is the structure of the Czech government?

It is highly complicated because it is a federation. You have the Czech
prime minister, Czech ministries, Slovak prime minister, Slovak
ministries; the joint is only the foreign affairs. You have the federal
ministry of foreign affiars, the federal ministry of defense. It is top-
heavy, inevitably. This is, in some ways, the absurdity of a small
country of several million, with these enormous complications. But
this is, perhaps, again an indicator of the federalist tendencies.. .to
maintain a nominal unity while the parts are highly differentiated in
institutional terms...

N-L: What sort of electoral system do you consider appropriate
for Czechoslovakia? Should it be different from that in use from
1918 to 1948?

Always, the choice is between a proportional representation which
generates any number of parties, and the one member constituency,
which tends to produce two parties or three at the most. I think they
will continue with the proportional representation system, which gives
greater authroity to the party leadership, because party leadership
establishes the electoral lists. I think there is a belief in the popula-
tion that somehow they want to go back to the multiparty system.

I think the immediate elections will be distorted if the Civic Forum
presents itself as one of the parties. The Civic Forum covers a wide
range of ideological tendencies, and it will, perhaps, take away too
many votes from the other parties which have more determinate pro-
grammatic and ideological orientations. This again is a tendency in
Eastern Europe nowadays; these forums have been established as a
sort of civic opposition to communism, arri the assumption is that
they would dissolve themselves and that you proceed to the normal
political art in term of multi-party competition. [The Civic Forum]
capitalize upon the prestige of having been the principal banker for
emancipation.
There was at one point an article in the Washington Post in which

some polls were taken, and the indicator of the time was that the
Civic Forum would have about 28%, while some of the former leading
parties would have six to eight percent.
Nobody can account for the undecided votes, which I think are

inhibiting the process of going back to the multiparty system. You
want to have parties with a definite programmatic and ideological
profile so that there is a fair choice for the electorate.

N-L: The current government of Czechoslovakia is composed of
a playwright, an actress, a painter, a movie director, a gymnast,
a rock musician and so on: In short, a government of intellec-
tuals who were driven underground by the Communists. Will the
Czechoslovak government overcome future government's over-
come political inexperience?

Surely it is a government by amateurs, people who have certain
general ideas but have not gone through the gruelling school either
of political experience or deep study of political power, problems
and conditions, and I think it is expressed in a generalized, idealized
aspiration to become part of a united Europe without a full awareness
of what it entails in terms of the continuing power relationships in-
side Europe.

That effects the problem of Germany in particular. Simply, the
other eastern tendencies are to personalize political problems, other
than deal with them as categorical terms of state powers and coun-
tries. So, for instance, when President Havel made the speech in con-
junction with the visit of the federal German president, von Weiz-
sacher, he deplored the fact that individual Czechs have a dislike
for the Germans, and he equated it with anti-Semitism. In that ques-
tion emerged the former question of the transfer of the Sudeten Ger-
mans, that this transfer represented a penchant rather than a
punishment.
These humanized, personalized relationships are not a problem of

whether the Czechs like the Germans, or vice versa, but how
Czehoslovakia, this small country, coexist with a powerful and
economically' dominant Germany.
How could Czechoslovakia have coexisted had the Sudeten Ger-

mans remained in the western part of the country? The Sudeten Ger-
mans would have had, on the one hand, this enormous economic
power of Germany, and on the other, three and one half million Ger-
mans inside Czechoslovakia, inevitably serving as a sort of banker
of that influence. So what would have remained of any meaningful
independence of Czechoslovakia at that time?
This is a way of thinking which they reject now as anachronistic.

On the part of the younger people in Europe, the feeling that these
issues of state power, interstate competition and even nationalism
are obsolete and that you must look to the future. Europe cannot be
changed overnight into one Europe into which these matters of anti-
que antagonisms, the problems of the balance of power etc. have
no place.
The only good side of that is that probably nothing dramatic or

drastic will happen in that regard over the next five to ten years. In
the meantime, people will grow up, see things as they really are,
and the years will be able to teach them the realities of the world,
as we, the older generation, see them. We may be wrong, they may
be right. Nobody knows.

N-L: What problems does Czechoslovakia face in its relationships
with other Eastern European countries, and with the rest of
Europe?

The problem again is a matter of generations. I am of the generation
of Munich [when Hitler threatened the Allied leaders with war and
obtained the Sudentenland without the Czechoslovak govern-
ment's involvement in the negotiations], for instance. People who
grew up and were alive and sentient in 1938; for us the real problem
is Germany. The West is the part of Europe which at that time showed
no interest or stake in Eastern Europe. Then the later generation,
the generation of 1968 (the year that the Soviets invaded
Czechoslovakia to put an end to the liberalization movement there,
also known as the Prague Spring], the people who deeply experienced
1968, the Soviet invasion and then the normalization, for them the
enemy is the Soviet Union.

In a way, Germany becomes a counterweight in this in economics,
and of course the promised land in terms of economic betterment.
This is proof of the apolitical thinking. You wanted the prosperity,
and therefore the West as the representative of this economic pro-
sperity and capitalistic well-being, is a pretty attractive magnet.
For us, of the older generation, the Soviet Union and Russia

becomes part of the counterweight, because the West itself will pro-
bably be largely dominated by that German economic power. I
Now, in regards to the smaller countries, there is some loose talk

of association with Poland and even Hungary. Problems arise with
Poland because basically the Czechs are less Russophobic than the
Poles, but from the Czech tradition there is a sort of romantic
Russophilia, which can be revitalized.

In the Eastern European countries of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire—Austria, Hungary, etc.—which have more of an associa-
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George Liska, former secretary of the Czechoslovak foreign ministry.

tion in terms of popular culture, some people still think nostalgical-
ly of the past and feel at home in Vienna. It has no strategic meaning
because this part of the world came together historically in opposi-
tion to the Ottoman Empire—to the Turks, to the Moslems. The
Hungarians have quite different attitudes to Germany and Russia than
the Czechs or the Poles. For them, Germany is a counterweight, us-
ed to anchor against the Slavic sea in which they are engulfed. Austria
is very much three generics. It is between these contrary poles that
the future foreign policy orientation will have to crystallize. Awareness
that you cannot cut yourself off from the Soviet Union, economical-
ly or otherwise, soon or completely, but the pull is desperate, and
is covered up by the mirage of a united Europe in which you would
be an integral part and, in a way, reaffirm that you are a part of the
West.

N-L: What should Czechoslovakia's relationship be with a united
Western Europe?

What we are talking about is an associate status. It would be a loose-
ly associated status because for the moment the European states are
adamantly opposed to including full membership to anything outside
East Germany, and these countries are not considered ready for full
integration. It will be some sort of gradualist transition and then the
question is can you establish comparable economic trading links with
other parts of the world, including Japan—which could serve as a
diversifying or counteracting factor to adjust West European or Ger-
man penetration. Cannot count on much from the U.S. There is in-
creasing fear that integration will create a powerful economic bloc
from which you are excluded and will become a second-class coun-
try economically in Europe. I am slightly skeptical—just as East Ger-
many should not simply be annexed to West Germany, I don't think
East Europe should just be annexed to Western Europe. I think a pro-
cess of clarifying the relationships with respect to Germany and
Russia, an earlier developmental stage which is still very political
and even security-oriented, which should be pushed forward, before
Eastern Europe can be assimilated on a plane of equivalence, not
only economically but other ways. Eastern Europe also...has a culture
worth preserving.

N-L: Vaclav Havel has pledged not to prosecute any members

of the Czechoslovak Communist party. Will this mood in favor

of political reconciliation prevail?
fiht ff1011 10

I would expect so. The situation is so tremendously ambiguous. It's

like when Talleyrand said to the Czar of Russia, when he was op-

posing some indemnity for one of the rulers because he collaborated

with Napoleon, and he said to him 'that sire, is a question of dates.'

Everybody collaborated with Napoleon at some time, the question

is when do you break with Napoleon, with the King of Saxony. It

is the same here. All the people who are members of the Civic Forum

who probably, at some point, made their peace with

Communism, and even became Communist. We have what I call the

new democrats and the old democrats. The old democrats are those

like myself, who left in 1948 after the first putsch; and they are the

sole authentic anti-Communists; but by now they are old and extinct,

and kept at arms length by the name regime. For most of the people,

the break was not '48, but '68. You catch even leading people speak-

ing of twenty years of Communist domination where it was 40 years-

plus. When these people who were reformist Communists—the

Dubcek kind of people—they overdid the reform and were slapped

back because they were premature, by the Soviets. I speculate that,

given the nature of normalization, the way back to the party was cut

off . . . my guess now is, that some time before the 1960's, before

the Dubcek thing was squashed, most people made a kind of inter-

nal peace with socialism and in this way everyone was a kind of a

Communist. It's a question of age and generation.

It is not a situation where you want to revive this question of col-

laboration, domination, resistance, revolution—all these things don't

have any meaningful context that would be ajudicable. It is conve-

nient a well as politically wise to draw a curtain over the whole thing.

The real, unrecognized cleavage is between those who emigrated or

went into hiding after 1948, and the people who stayed. And a sub-

cleavage, those who left in 1968, and people who stayed.. but that

is less because by then it was a question of the degree of reforms...the

feeling developed that Communism could not be reformed and that

there was no alternative but to gravitate to a Western style of

democracy and market economic capitalism. Andy Prior
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After years, student
radio nears reality
RADIO, from 1 salvageable, assuming that it will

be made available by the Univer-
campus. Transmitters, connected sity. The programming would be
with studio lines, would be at- conducted from one of the plann-
tached to each building's power ed student activities rooms in
transformer, and the connection Wolman or in the basement of
between studio and transmitter AMR II at no additional expense.
would be made on phone lines. Operating costs for electricity
Once the system is installed in and phone lines would be almost
off-campus housing, the radio negligible, as well. According to
station would primarily be heard Liddicoat, "$60 per month at the
in these buildings. maximum" would be required
The quality of reception outside for electricity, and phone lines

the buildings would be relatively would cost approximately "$16
low, except in specific cases. Lid- per month."
dicoat suggested that the The Student Council, SAC,
Freshman Quad might have am- Residential Life, and the young
pie reception "because wiring Alumni have expressed a will-
several buildings [AMR I and II] ingness to allocate funds to the
near each other means that the SRBC. The SRBC is also contac-
outside area between them often ting alumni as a possible source
has good reception." The for advice and funding. Liddicoat
student-run station would not in- asserted that money would only
terfere with the reception of other be needed to set up the station
area stations because the carrier because operating costs could be
wave would operate on a frequen- met through advertising. Lid-
cy which cannot be reached in the dicoat said, "The carrier station
campus vicinity, is an operation that will help to

Because the transmitter only pay for itself."
needs to be attached to the power With a carrier station, the
transformer in each building, the University maintains complete
installation and maintenance costs control of the broadcasting
would be relatively low. Lid- because such a station is exempt
dicoat suggested that buying and from FCC regulations. This con-
installing the necessary equip- dition also allows students to
ment in two University-owned operate equipment without an
buildings would cost approx- FCC license. Liddicoat said,
imately $3000. however, "the team is capable of
The SRBC has determined that setting up and running a carrier

much of the programming equip- current station to the University's
ment from the old station in the satisfaction and, since many are
Lazear dormitory is also freshmen, we shall have no con-

Spring Fair cancels
planned balloon release
BALLOON, from 2 organisms mistake balloons for

volvement with said protests, jellyfish and swallow them,

Pyles added, "on Tuesday we which creates a problem for the

[SEA] would come to our own organism . . . . If a turtle

decision on whether or not to swallows an oak leaf, there is no

protest." such problem."

Speaking for the Fair commit- According to Pyles, swallow-

tee, Moul confided that after ing balloons "does indeed wreak

meeting with supportive ad- havoc with their [animals]
ministrators such as Dean of digestive process and the animals

Students Susan Boswell, she was die from toxicity or from starva-

secure in the knowledge that the tion due to blockage of their

only legal protest that could take digestive systems."

place on campus would be on the Remarking on the Fair Corn-

Levering patio—far away from mittee's information, Pyle con-

the balloon ascension site—and fessed that he had not seen either

since "this is private property any of the studies that had been col-

outside groups that come to pro- lected by the Spring Fair Corn-

test can be arrested." However, mittee chairs and members of his

Moul quickly added that she own organization. He explained,

"would hate for it to come to however, that "the position of the

that." one individual in the SEA . . .

The balloon launch, a Spring basically contradicts the evidence

Fair tradition, was held for the that was presented to her by the

past four years except last year. Spring Fair committee."

According to Moul, last year's As of late Tuesday afternoon,

chairmen "decided not to have Moul and Berger were to speak

one because someone told them to the leadership of the SEA at a

environmentally it wasn't a good 9:00 p.m. steering committee

idea . . . and they didn't want to meeting "to see if some kind of

research or follow up on it." conclusion could be reached."

"Because we have a circus However, the decision to cancel

theme this year," continued the launch was made before the

Moul, "it's [a balloon launch] meeting, so the co-chairs never

something we really wanted to arrived.

do. So we did a lot of research Co-chairman Moul offered no

. . . and felt . . . we could do lit] comment about this sudden and

if we followed the right unexpected decision except for

guidelines." releasing this statement on

"Initially we spoke to Wednesday:

somebody [Bill Reeder of The Johns Hopkins Spring Fair
Balloons over America] in the has carefully considered many
balloon industry," she recounted, viewpoints in regard to the baloon
"who gave us a lot of informa- ascension scheduled for Friday's
tion . . . [and was] adamant that opening ceremonies. While we
we can only do the launch if we are certain that our decision was
do it properly and responsibly both sound and reasonable, we
under his supervision." feel the reaction and planned
The Fair was to purchase latex response by some individuals is

balloons, made from a natural detrimental to the Fair and the en-
tree-sap rubber, colored with tire Homewood community.
vegetable dye and tied with Therefore, for the benefit of all
strings of licorice, those who attend and enjoy
She continued, " . . . the Spring Fair, we have decided to

balloons usually go to a height of forgo the balloon ascension. We
about five miles and when they have no doubt that the many ac-
get up there the low temperature tivities planned for the weekend
and high pressure cause the will not be diminished by this
balloons to undergo what they action.
call 'brittle fracture," and break Much of the SEA meeting late

into many pieces, the size of a Tuesday evening was thus
rubber band or a quarter, and devoted to how they, as a group,
then fall back down to earth would officially respond on the
where they'll start to biodegrade issue. It was decided that a letter

at about the same rate as an oak of thanks and an apology, ad-
leaf." dressed to all parties involved in

Professor Charles R. O'Melia the balloon launch, would be sub-
and his colleagues in the Depart- mitted to the News-Letter, stating
ment of Geography and En- that the SEA "is deeply sorry for
vironmental Engineering said that any inconvenience and would like
"an oak leaf on the soil to help with any of the Spring
biodegrades in about one to two Fair activities including reverting
years . . . [however] it's not so energies of the balloon launch in-
much their biodegradability that's to something more environmen
the issue but the fact that some tally responsible."

tinuity problems." In order to
learn more about how to organize
and operate a radio station, Lid-
dicoat attended the annual con-
vention for the Intercollegiate
Broadcasting System in New
York City on March 2-3, with the
support of the Student Council.

Liddicoat speculated that such
a station would have the poten-
tial to expand. "Ideally, I would
hope that the system would grow
to include the AMR residences,
much of the Homewood campus,
and the surrounding buildings."
The SBRC ruled out a cable-run
station because it would reach a
much smaller percentage of the
student population.

According to Liddicoat, "the
concept is well-liked, but there
are still some small but important
details that need to be worked out
with the administration." The
SRBC plans to present the carrier
current radio station proposal to
Dean Colombo before the end of
the spring 1990 semester to ad-
dress these issues. Liddicoat com-
mented on the meeting, "we want
to prove to Dean Colombo that
given the funds, we can operate
a professional station. It can and
should be done."

Election ordered rerun
Board of Elections chair defends electoral process
ELECTION, from 1

used for primary elections, mak-
ing it difficult for those running
the polls to tell how many times,
if at all, students had voted.
However, Bill Henry, chair-

man of the Board of Elections of
the Student Council, disagreed
with many of the Council's asser-
tions. In response to Senior Class
President Darryl Flaherty's state-
ment that his polling location did
not open on time, Henry said, "it
was wrong . . . a direct lie or
mistake," but that he assumed it
was a mistake resulting from the
fact that voting hours were dif-
ferent for the primary election
and the run-off.
He went on to say that the

voting booth in the library had re-
mained open despite the blackout,
and that students who went there
to vote would have found it in
operation.
As to the charge that some

students were turned away who
should have been allowed to vote,
Henry said that he suspects that
they simply returned later and
voted. No one, he commented,

complained to the Board of Elec-
tions that he or she was unable to
vote.

Finally, he claimed that it was
unlikely that some students voted
more than once and that this
assertion was probably just a
result of the confusion
engendered by the use of the stu-
dent directories.
Henry said that he felt that

Smedick's decision was more a
"rebuke to the circumstances of
the election" than to the Board
itself, and Smedick agreed, say-
ing that his judgement was in no
way a reprimand.
When asked what measures the

Board would be taking to avoid
similar problems with the upcom-
ing election, Henry replied that
they will have unmarked lists of
students, and that they would try
to get the ultraviolet lights and ink
they used previously to identify
who had voted. Further, they will
require a photo ID rather than
allowing students to vote merely
by giving their names and Social
Security or campus box numbers.
The Board of Elections believ-

ed that these provisions will en-

sure a clean election, and both
Henry and Smedick expressed the
hope that the studentry will have
confidence in its results. Henry
added that the somewhat atypical
turn of events should not "imp-
inge upon the credibility" of the
victor. He stated, however, that
a different outcome would be a
"sadness for the electoral pro-
cess " because he believed the
original run-off result to be valid.
To avoid the chaos surrounding

these elections, the Board has
already made plans for the up-
coming class elections to be held
on April 24, with the run-offs
May I. There will be only one
polling place, with two voting
machines set up in the breezeway
between Ames and Rowland
Halls, operating from 8:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m. The number of
Board members has also been in-
creased from eight to twelve, so
that the polls will be staffed en-
tirely by Board members, assur-
ing that everyone working there
is familiar with procedures for
checking ID and recording who
has voted.
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Summer
Housing
in Will you be working. doing an internship.

New or enjoying a summer in New York'? You can
live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an
NYU Associate or join us and take a course

Y in our exciting summer sessions if you wish.

• Minutes from New York's business and
cultural centers

• Apartment-style and traditional
residences; single and double occupancy

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility

• Includes the New York Experience, an
enjoyable noncredit program exploring
career, life, and culture in New York City

• Over 1,000
undergraduate.
graduate, and
professional
courses offered
day and evening

Housing available
May 20-August 11
For more informatimi
and an application.
call toll live

1-800-228-4NYU
Ext. 775
'1,11.1 1,., 111,11

NYU summer Housing
I4-A Washington Man.
New York. N Y 10003

The Women's Center presents:

Asoka Bandarage

Ms. Bandarage, from the
Mount Holyoke Women's

Studies Department, will be
speaking about

The International
Women's Movement

Thursday, April 12
Garrett Room

8:00 PM

Everyone is welcome!!

Eventful SC meeting
tackles CUS, radio
by Jeff Perlstein
Student Council Secretary

At this week's Student Coun-
cil meeting, the Council approv-
ed a proposal for student radio at
Homewood, a declaration not to
uphold the Academic Council's
mandate over C.U.S. member-
ship, and a motion concerning
Council involvement in future
elections.

Junior Brian Liddicoat came
before Council to present the
"Carrier Current Radio Station
Proposal" developed by the
Johns Hopkins Student Radio
Broadcast Corporation. The club
now consists of about 40
members, half of whom are FCC
licensed as a result of an Interses-
sion course run by the club. The
well-researched proposal explains
the differences between a carrier
station and more conventional
broadcast radio, solid reasons for
a return to student radio by the
University, set-up and operational
costs, and probable sources for
funding. (See article on radio for
further information.)

Liddicoat added that the total
operating cost will be $150 per
month, which will easily covered
by the projected $150 per week
the station will make from local
advertising. The staff will be
composed completely of student
volunteers, thus avoiding the
great cost many commercial sta-
tions incur through salaries (about
1/2 of WJHU's cost). Liddicoat
cited the initial set-up costs of
$3000-$3500 as the major
stumbling block in the way of
iealization of student radio at
Homewood. The Student Coun-
cil, SAC, the Office of Residen-
tial Life, and the Young Alumni
Fund have expressed interest in
helping this area, as have alumni
who worked on WJHU when it
was a student station.
Another consideration is the ac-

quisition of the studio in Lazear,
formerly used by the student sta-
tion when WJHU was still on-
campus. Liddicoat and his team
have already examinecrrieTEIMP-
ment and pronounced it ready for
action, with only min
maintenance and the acquisition
of a CD player necessary. The
same space has, however, already
been slated for a convenience
store as a service to the students.

Liddicoat countered that the
space in question is not required
in its entirety for the station to he
perational. Liddicoat also

responded to Council members'
uestions concerning set-up time
y stating that the actual attain-
nent of transmitters and install-
nent takes less than a month, and
hat operations would begin by
he end of next semester. Senior
lass President Darryl Flaherty

'loved to accept the proposal,
ith no allocation at the preent

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

SUMMER IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK

SESSION 1990
At Columbia this summer, you can enjoy New York while you:

• fulfill distribution and departmental requirements in introductory and

advanced course.s

• enhance career skills (build a portfolio in Introduction to architectural design; try

Busine.ss news writing; learn Digital logic)

• immerse yourself in a foreign language (from Arabic to Yiddish)

• pursue your interests in courses on North American Indians, lthentieth-ceniury art, the

human skeleton, New Age religions, sex roles and society, modern American poetry,

number theory, international trade, diatonic harmony, or over 300 others.

hrst Session: May 29-July 6. Second Session: July 9-Augus1 17.
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time; the proposal passed
unanimously.

Further information on the
status of WJHU was then discuss-
ed by Liddicoat, particularly the
possible retention of the frequen-
cy by the University to be run by
the Johns Hopkins Student Radio
Broadcast Corporation. Liddicoat
urged Council and the administra-
tion not to let the frequency go,
citing the competitive nature of
radio in the area, since it would
probably be impossible to later
secure another frequency.
Council also approved a pro-

posal by Education Committee
Chair and CUS member Peter
Blitstein stipulating that Council
will not be bound by the
Academic Council's mandate
concerning student representation
on CUS. The proposal voices
Council's approval of attempts to
create more diverse student
representation on CUS, and in-
dicates Council's intention to pro-
mote said diversity as much as
possible via the COC. However,
the document protests the
Academic Council's infringement
upon Council's responsibility to
appoint student membership to
CUS using the criteria it sees as
most relevant to furthering the
competency and responsibility of
that membership. Following the
unanimous approval by Council,
the document will next be
presented to the CUS and the
Academic Council.
The appeal to Director of Stu-

dent Activities Bill Smedick by
members of Council seeking a re-
running of the presidential run-off
election was approved last Friday
evening by Smedick. Both sides
of the issue were represented in
a hearing last Thursday; Council
members arguing both positions
and members of the Board of
Elections were present. The elec-
tion will be held this Tuesday,
April 10, withg a polling place in
AMR II (open 11 a.m.-8 p.m.)
and one in the MSE Library
(open noon-midnight).

Applications for class officer
positions were made available
beginning this past Tuesday and
are due by 5 p.m. Tuesday, April
10. The first candidates' forum
will be held Tuesday, April 17 at
noon on the Gilman steps, with
the primaries taking place the
following Tuesday, April 24. An
amendment to the Board of Elec-
tions constitution was presented
to Council, which seeks to ex-
pand membership of that body
from nine members to twelve, in-
cluding the chair. The rationale
behind this move is apparently to
provide enough members on the
Board of Elections so that the
election day voting processes
could be conducted entirely by
this body.
Opposition was voiced by

members of Council, but the

The Student Council at its weekly meeting.

issue was tabled until next week
since the chair of the Board of
Elections, Bill Henry, was not
present at the meeting. However,
a motion by Flaherty stated that
Council would like to support
continued council participation in
the elections process, and would
show this support by working the
polls on election days. This mo-
tion was passed with 14 in favor
and one abstention by Art Yoon.
A report was presented to

Council by Hopkins' delegates to
the National Conference of the
American Association of Univer-
sity Students. Roxanne Tena,
Sarah Christiano, and Paz
Haynes expressed their opinion
that the experience was well
worth the cost to Council and
should be attended, if possible,
next year. Of the many programs
attended, the delegates seek to in-
volve Hopkins in a nationwide
fast for a day in support of the
Chinese Students' Democracy
movement in China.
Committee reports began with

Petrina Hsi, chair of the Commit-
tee on Committees, announcing
the availability of applications for
chair positions of the Social Com-
mittee, Fine Arts Committee, the
Union Board, the Ethics Board,
and the Board of Elections: ap-
plications are due Tuesday, April
17 at the Council office. Athletics
chair Efrem Epstein read a letter

File Photo

he is sending to Sports Illustrated
praising their previous coverage
of the UAA and the Hopkins
men's basketball team. Buildings
and Grounds Chair Gloria Lillard
announced a meeting open to all
interested students concerning a
neighborhood watch program for
Charles Village, to be held
Wednesday, April 11, from
5-6:30 p.m. in the AMR I
Multipurpose room. Flaherty
presented the senior class' selec-
tions for the marshalls and awards
of the undergraduate diploma
ceremony: Chief. Marshall, Orest
Ranum; Marshall of Faculties,
A.J.R. Russell-Wood; Marshall
of Arts and Sciences, Milton
Cummings, Jr.; Marshall of
Engineering, Erica Shoenberger;
Homewood Cup, Francine Arm-
stead; Gold Cup, Jane Gentil;
Homewood Award, Students for
Environmental Action; William
W. Bain Memorial Cup, Jonathan
Engler; George E. Owen
Teaching Award, David Olton;
Senior Class Certificate of
Recognition, TBA.
Freshman class president Rox-

anne Tena reported that she and
Joshua Weiss met with represen-
tatives of the Terrace Room to
discuss improvements in the
equivalency program and other
services to be implemented next
year.

Corrections
Due to editorial changes to a

staff writer's report, last week's
story on the CUS incorrectly
characterized the consulting pro-
cess between the CUS and the
Academic Council. It is not true
that the Academic Council did not
consult the CUS before instituting
the change in the rules governing
the CUS, as reported. There was
a consulting process throughout
the last semester and into the pre-
sent between the CUS and the
Academic Council regarding the
charge governing the CUS,
although some members of the
CUS did oppose the change.

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

School for Summer and Continuing Education

Intensive Summer I990

Legal Assistant Certificate Program
\lay 29 - August 30, 1990

(ieorgetown I niversit's Legal Assistant hugiam v, ill la'
offering a summer paralegal institute. This intensive fourteen-
w'cek program w ill allow qualified individuals with Bachelors'
degrees, (Sr those w 111) have completed two .,(..%11"ti of college, to
receke an American Bar Association-approved certificate
upon completion of nine courses and a Mr) WCCk full-time in-
ternship.

The application deadline for the Summer POO program is
NI:ty I, 1990.
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February's Panama article quoted
the illiteracy rate as 87 percent.
It should have read literacy, not
illiteracy.

The News-Letter regrets the

errors.

The News-Letter gods have
lecreed:
Whereas, it befits the pantheon k
elect new members annually.

Whereas, said election is to takci
place at 6 p.m. on Saturday.

Thus, all News-Letter peons
(read staff) must report at sin(
time and place. BE HERE!

NEED A JOB

THIS SUMMER?

SEE AD PAGE 13

GO
VISITTHE
QUEEN

round top -

kirels'hington from

LONDON $ 458
ATHENS 630
BERLIN 510
MADRID 510
VIENNA 510
TOKYO 749
CARACAS 338

Taxes not included.Restrictions apply
Ono ways available.Work/Study
Abroad programs Intl Student ID
EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE

SPOT!
FREE Student Travel Catalog!
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LAST CHANCE
THIS

SEMESTER!

Monday-Wednesday
April 9-11

10 AM to 6 PM

JHU Bookcenter
Gilman Hall

THE SPRING
GOLD RUSH IS ON!
$75 $50 $25
OFF OFF OFF
18K 141( 10K

/

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
AMERICA S COLLEGE RING'm

Payment Plans Available

MUSICAL SHOWCASE

Come see fellow student
musicians perform and
compete for prizes!!

Thursday, April 12
Shriver Hall
7:00 PM

Sponsored by the Office of Residential Life
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CIRCUS '901

A Three-Ring Extravaganza!
SPRING FAIR from 1

will make people just happy to
see it."
The theme committee has been

working hard with plant-
operations and the Fair artists to
build the necessary decor.
I hey've put together a mock can-
non (complete with cannonball
artist) and a sideshow, they've
hung trapeze artists high above
the quads; they've constructed a
circus train for the opening
ceremonies, and they've created
a herd of elephants to be lined up
on the Charles Street side of the
Beach. Fair organizers have also
set up a "Catch the Killer
Clown" contests, in which
students can enter to track down
the insidious murderer of an un-
fortunate tightrope walker.
So the stage is set for the other

excitement of Fair. Food Chair
Amy Engel worked to organize
the food, which ranges from
Filipino food and virgin daqu iris,
to shrimp baskets and falafel. "It
was a lot of work," she said.
"Altogether we've got about 50
food booths: 40 vendors and 10

Fun &
games
by Noel Marie Lavallee

And they 're off . Commit
tees are frantically rushing to
finish up the last minute details
in preparation for Spring Fair. As
they await the thousands of peo-
ple planning to invade campus,
students rush about to make this
year s fair • 'the best one ever

In the lead is the 8K Race. run
on Saturday morning at 8 a ni
Headed by Caroline Samuels,
Lani Firester and Townsend
"MacGyver" Miller Jones, the
annual race will run from the
University gates on University
Parkway (near the track), along
Charles, 29th, Wyman, around
Druid Hill Park, then back along
San Martin Drive to finish on the
track. It's a rough course but it
can be done, according to Lani
Firester. In fact, she is expecting
that a "new world record" will
be set in the event by one of the
over 800 runners expected.

Lani states that the committee
is very excited about the event,
and that they are even now still
looking for students to help out.
Anyone interested can sign up
Friday at the 8K Race Booth,
where information and t-shirts
will be available.
For those less inclined to run

that far, there are other physical
activities to enjoy. First among
these are the Fair Games, held on
Saturday and Sunday. Teams of
five will compete in each
category (fraternity, dormitory,
male, female, and co-ed), going
through relays and other races.
Each of the races has a circus

student groups." The food itself
wasn't tied as closely to the theme
as other parts, she noted,
although certain circus staples
couldn't be left out. "We've put
together fun fair food," she said
alliteratively. "Caramel corn,
fruit drinks, and cotton candy."
And the work, it seems, is pay-
ing off. "It's really exciting
meeting all these new people,"
she said. "And it's neat to see the
frames go up, because you say to
yourself, 'Yes, it's coming
together!" '
Daytime Music Chair Bob

Rosenbaum worked to arrange
daytime music, which will play
in three separate locations.
"There's no rock being played
during the day outside," he said.
"We've tried to bring together
the widest variety we could, from
rhumba to swing music to soft
rock." He too was pleased that
the time for enjoying had arriv-
ed. "It's all coming together
now," he said, "and we can all
hang back and bask in the sun-
shine. Hopefully." And after
dark, there will be rock bands
both tonight and Saturday night,

thcinc including events such 4s
the Annuals of the Circusi'...
relay. In this race students will act'
like circus animals, moving balls
with their noses, crawling
through hoops, and racing as a
team for the finish in an elephant
line.
The final race will be the

"Cannon Shot." Here, one team
member "shoots" through a tube
and lands on a raft, which the rest
of the team makes "fly" through
the air to the finish line. Many
prizes will be awarded, among
them being dinners, cassettes,
and t-shirts.
The race, sponsored by radio

station BI04, is chaired by Anne-
Marie Schultz and David Weiss.
Anne-Marie is very enthusiastic
about the race, emphasizing that
it will be "very fun." "There
will be competition, but the bot-
tom line is FUN!"

If you're not up to such a
physical test, why not try your
skills on the Midway'? Located
between Mergenthaler and
Macauley, there will be several
circus-type activities, including
weight-guessing, basketball
shooting, beanbag tosses, and a
"test your strength" bell ring.

with a Comedy Club tonight and
a DJ House dance on Saturday.
The Fair will also feature about

forty non-profit organizations
from the Baltimore area. Non-
profit Chair Meredith Jacobson
was responsible for getting them
set up. "We've got a wide range
of causes and issues
represented," se said. "Political
groups, health groups, student
groups. We've stressed that all
groups should try to have interac-
tive displays." The Johns
Hopkins Nurses Alumni Associa-
tion, for example, will be giving
free blood pressure screenings.
Other important highlights will

be the Sixth Annual Fair Games
to be held on Saturday and Sun-
day, and the 8K Race to be run
early Saturday morning. For the
young at heart, there are kids'
games and magic shows near
Dunning hall; for the upwardly
mobile college student, an anti-
que car show Sunday afternoon
on the Beach; and for the canine
visitor, a dog frisbee catch and
show.

If you like live theatre, the
Barnstormers will open their pro-

rhe committee, headed by Chi-
ford Earle and Kelly' t3S6o,.tuas
unavailable to tell us about these
activities, but Karen Moul,"'W"
chair of Spring Fair, states that
this year's Midway will be the
best. "It has never been able to
realize its full potential before,
but with a circus theme, this year
is the golden opportunity for it to
do so."
And for the young at heart,

there are, of course, the Especial-
ly for Kids activities. Co-chair
Rich Quarles states that they are
intended for kids ages five
through twelve as well as
"freshman through senior," to
which Co-chair Susan Queen
fully agrees. Activities include
clowns, face painting, Simon
Says, musical chairs, and a
special appearance by Ronald
McDonald. James Rosen will be
present to do caricatures, and in
general, there will be lots of
"really goofy things" to do.

Students are encouraged to
visit, take part in, or, if so inclin-
ed, just "clown around" for an
afternoon. Circus '90 promises to
be a very tiring—but a very
fun—Spring Fair.

duction of the musical
"Chicago" in the Arellano
Theatre tonight, which will be
performed Saturday and Sunday
nights as well, with tickets $5 for
non-students, $4 for students.
And there's a Hoppy Hour in the
Beer Garden from 4-7 p.m. this
evening, open to all Hopkins
students, with a double-ID need-
ed for alcohol purchase.
By now, you should have stop-

ped reading this article and just
headed onto campus to see for
yourself. There'll be exotic food
smells to take in and crafts to
peruse. There'll be bands to hear,
a lax game to cheer at, and stars
to see in the telescope of Herman
Heym, Charles Village's Street-
corner Astronomer. In short,
there's no need to tell you to
come out for Spring Fair. It'd be
like telling you to spend a day on
a Caribbean beach or to accept a
large cash prize. Weather permit-
ting, it'll be the greatest show on
earth. Or at least around these
parts.

From Sally Thorner to Killer Clowns,
Special Events abound at Spring Fair '90
by Kathleen Curry

It's Spring Fair time again, and
according to Special Events co-
chairpersons Michael Falk and
Jill Kress, this year promises to
be one of the biggest, busiest and
best fairs ever. The theme for
Fair is Circus ̀ 90—A Three Ring
Extravaganza, one which lends
itself well to the festivity and ex-
citement which has become the
tradition of the Hopkins Spring
Fair.

Fair begins today at noon.
WM AR news anchorperson Sal-
ly Thorner will be leading the
opening ceremonies, assisted by
local elementary school children.
It has been the tradition of Fair
to provide activities for all age
groups; this year's "Especially
for Kids" division of activities is
specificaly designed for children
ages thirteen and under.
"We want it to be a huge ex-

travaganza," says Kress, "very
loud, very festive and very col-
orful." In keeping with the
theme, clowns, a magician and a
juggler who juggles axes blind-
folded will be found wandering
among the fairgoers.

Part of the fun of Fair, accor-
ding to Falk and Kress, is that
much of the greater Baltimore
community comes to campus to
enjoy the festivities. The annual
dog show and antique car show
provide an opportunity for some
to show off that well-preserved
old Ford or prize-winning poo-
dle, and almost anybody will be
able to find an appealing event to
watch or participate in. Proceeds
from the car show will go to
benefit the JHU Children's Fund.
Saturday morning also features

the Ashley Whippet Come 'N Get
It Canine Frisbee disc champion-

ship, where dog athletes will be
judged on "showmanship, execu-
tion and leaping ability."
Organizer Chester Wickwire says
that "It's hosted by the Johns
Hopkins Spring Fair because they
share America's love of dogs."

Especially for Hopkins students
is the "Catch the Killer Clown"
Contest. This event, explains
Kress, really gets people involv-
ed in Fair because it requires
them to hunt for clues found
around Fair. "It's a great way to
pull people into it, she says.
Students interested in the contest
qi(.111(1 t cgistet at the information

isj

The Special Events committee
is also in charge of organizing
"Gilman Stage," one of the three
music stages where performers
can be found during the weekend.
Scheduled for Gilman Stage is the
JHU Jazz Ensemble on Saturday
from 10 a.m. to noon, Andrew
Moffitt from 2 to 4 p.m., Loyola
Belles & Chimes from 4 to 5
p.m., and on Sunday Mike White
& Dave Mattheiss from noon to
2 p.m. and Shea Welsh from 2 to
4 p.m.

Evening activities will include
the Barnstormer's production of

"Chicago" in the Arellano
Theater on Friday and Saturday
at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 8 p.m.,
comic Chip Franklin in Arellano
on Friday at 10 p.m. and 12 p.m.
Music groups Braver Noise,
False Face Society, Extended Im-
age, The Nevermen, and Black
Friday will also be performing.
All nighttime events will be held
in Levering Hall and will be open
only to students with college ID.
"Fair converts the campus

from high pressure academia to
a really fun place," says Kress.
She explained that the theme of
the fair is well integrated into the
e'Velitg',Iiitid that as with any good
Three Ring Extravaganza, "the
theme is the opening
ceremonies."

Both Kress and Falk are excited
to see all of their hard work en-
joyed by others when Fair begins
today at noon. "This is the
busiest Opening Ceremony that
Fair has ever seen, but we're go-
ing to do it," says Kress, op-
timistic about the events.
So come out and enjoy Circus

'90. As is the tradition of the
Hopkins Spring Fair, it promises
to be a great time for children of
all ages!

Media coverage promises biggest Spring Fair ever
by Li-Yu Huang

While the Johns Hopkins an-
nual Spring Fair may seem
almost like an "institution" to the
residents of the Baltimore area,
members of the Spring Fair
publicity committee have made it
their top priority to attract even
more than the average
100,000-plus crowd to Circus
'90.
"We're in the 19th year of the

fair, and by now the people in this
area generally know about us,"
Spring Fair publicity co-chairman
Anthony Silverstein said. "Our
goal this year was to try to hit
more people—more of a
variety-- who have never before
heard of Fair."

In addition to Hopkins junior
Jane Nguyen's Spring Fair
posters, which have been posted
all over the Baltimore area and
surrounding cities (including for
the first time Annapolis), the

publicity committee has left no
source of public media
untouched.
"We've asked the weather an-

chors on the various local news
stations to wear Spring Fair t-
shirts," publicity co-chairperson
Amy Einaugler said. "We'll be
on the early morning broadcasts
on the news stations. Hopefully,
they II get us in with the Friday
opening activities. That way we'll
have the word out for Saturday
and Sunday."

According to Silverstein, pro-
motions of the Spring Fair
through the printed press have
been more extensive this year
than in the past. Last year, Spring
Fair only had a mention in the
events calendars of The Baltimore
Sun and The Evening Sun. No
college newspapers outside of the
University covered Hopkins' an-
nual fair. This year, however, the
publicity committee has worked
hard to get either in-depth

coverage or at least mention in
The Baltimore Sun, The Evening
Sun, The Baltimore Messenger,
The Towson Times, The
Baltimore Gazette, The Capitol
Times, The Loyola Greyhound,
The Jeffersonian, and Towson
State's newspaper.
"Another major difference

from last year is that instead of
just publicizing the fair through
one radio station, we are adver-
tising through five," Silverstein
said.

According to Silverstein, the
various radio stations will be giv-
ing away prizes and sponsoring
nighttime entertainment.

All week long, members of the
publicity committee have been
going to area colleges, high
schools and elementary schools to
promote Circus '90. On Wednes-
day, committee members dress-
ed up in clown costumes and
traveled downtown and around
the general Baltimore area. try-

ing to personally attract people
from all age groups and walks of
life.
"We're trying to reach as

many people as possible so they
know about the fair and know '
what it's all about," Einaugler
said. "We should be getting a
pretty good college crowd. Two
bands from Loyola will be per-
forming here, so that in itself
should draw people from
Loyola."
Because of this year's theme,

Circus '90: A Three Ring Ex-
travaganza, Einaugler said that it
was relatively easy to come up
with ways to advertise.
"Circus '90, with all the color '

and fun of circuses in general,
lent itself well to publicity," she
said.

Both Silverstein and Einaugler
hoped that, although everything
depends on the weather, Circus
'90 festivities, which begin today
at noon, will draw a good crowd.
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Non-profit Fair
groups support
variety of causes
by Fariah Khan

Spring Fair is not just a time
when students get a chance to
spend some money and have
some fun. It's also a time when
student organizations get the op-
portunity to strengthen fledgling
budgets. Most of these groups
come away from Spring Fair with
huge profits. However, some
clubs participate in Spring Fair
activities with purely unselfish
motives.
According to Nini Sangrujee,

sub-chair of the Spring Fair Com-
mittee, there are a wide variety
of non-profit organizations taking
part in the festivities this year.
About ten student groups, in-
cluding the Johns Hopkins
Tutorial Project and the Hopkins
Nursing Alumni Association, are
involved.
Sangrujee is very enthusiastic

about the "Bounce for Beats"
program, sponsored by the Sigma
Alpha Mu fraternity. "The Sam-
mys did this last year, too,"
elaborates Sangrujee. "What
happens is that the brothers take
iurns in bouncing a basketball for

forty hours straight, basically all
through Spring Fair, and the
money that they collect from
sponsors goes to the American
Heart Association."
A group that is new at Spring

Fair is the JHU Archaelogical
group. They will be displaying
artifacts at their booth.
There are also a number of

non-profit community organiza-
tions involved in Spring Fair this
year. Among them are the Sex-
ual Assault Recovery Center,
Consumers for Nutrition Actions,
the Metropolitan Massage
Association which specializes in
massage therapy, and the House
of Ruth which is a community
support program for battered
women.
Most of the non-profit groups

display information at their
respective groups. Political
groups like the New Democrats
have petitions while other groups
sell bumper stickers and T-shirts.
"The main reason for non-

profits to participate in Spring
Fair is exposure," concluded
Sangrujee.

Hungry? Grab a bite at Spring Fair
by Scott Needle

If you're walking around
Spring Fair all day, chances are
you're going to get thirsty for a
cold drink or hungry for a bite to
eat. But don't worry: Circus '90
will have more than enough to
satisfy even the most ravenous
fairgoer.
This year's fair boasts 55 food

booths, 14 soda stands, and 9 beer
booths. The many food booths of-
fer just about every kind of food
imaginable while soda booths
sell Pepsi products and alcoholic
refreshments can be had in the
Beer Garden.
Something new this year is an

emphasis on healthier food. "We
have a lot more healthy food this
year—fresh fruit, fruit shakes,
TCBY frozen yogurt, taco
salads—so that if people don't
want the heavy fair food they can
enjoy lighter 'fare,— explained
Food Co-chairs Amy Engel and
Susan Willis.
"We even tried to get that

health food store down on
Charles Street, but they were
very busy this weekend," said
Engel.
But heart disease and heartburn

lovers can still feast on typical fair
munchies such as gyros, funnel

cakes, BBQ chicken, Domino's
pizza, shishkabobs, pit beef,
walkaway sundaes and filipino
food. And that's just a sampling
of the upper quad booths.

There's also a wide selection of
ethnic food served by student
groups that the chairs are excited
about. Ole is serving up Spanish
food while MESA will prepare
falafel. The Hopkins Indian
Association offers curried
chicken and the Hellenic Students
Association is serving—what
else?—Greek food.
"There's just about any kind of

food you can think of," said
Engel. "And most of the prices
are pretty reasonable." An entire
dinner, such as a Chinese platter,
might cost only $3.50 to $4.00.
Many of the booths are

operated by student organiza-
tions, such as the Outdoors
Club's pasta booth, Sig Ep's
traditional hamburgers and
milkshakes, Junior Class pop-
corn, or Delta Gamma's virgin
daquiris.
Some student groups, such as

Circle K, work with outside ven-
dors, and other booths are entire-
ly outside-run. TCBY frozen
yogurt is an exciting new addition
to Spring Fair, while a new
french fry vendor came all the

way from the Eastern Shore.
There'll also be a few food

booths set up in the Beer Garden,
including offerings of sausages,
London broil sandwiches and
Sophomore Class chili.
Of course, the big attraction to

the Beer Garden is not the food
but the drink. (Not that the food
won't be good, mind you.) There
are nine student groups this year
to offer alcoholic beverages on
tap.
The Hopkins Symphony Or-

chestra, Hullabaloo, GRO,
Course Guide, ice hockey team
and Alpha Phi will all be selling
Coors and Coors Light for $1.25
a cup. Our highly esteemed
News-Letter offers Killian's Irish
Red (for non-beer drinkers, that's
imported beer) for $1.75 a cup-
ful. And the Operations Research
Society of America has wine
coolers for your drinking
pleasure.
Dave Bowyer, Beer Chairper-

son, explained that this year's
Beer Garden is being supplied by
Bond distributors. "They're one
of the three major distributors in
Baltimore . . . they'll even be
supplying it for the nighttime
events," which is where Phi Psi
will be.
And for those who prefer

lighter drinks or are under 21,
there are 14 soda booths all
around Fair to quench your thirst.
Like the beer booths, the soda
booths are all student-run.
"Pepsi is the exclusive soda

distributor for the fair," explain-
ed Soda Chair Vensive Lamb.
Which means Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew, and Slice will be
available for consumption at the
even price of $.75 a cup (the
same as last year).
One change is that the number

of soda booths is down, from 17
to 14. "Me:re adding one in the
amusement area and cutting the
number on the lower quad. Those
booths didn't make as much
money as they could have last
year . . . People can make a lot
of money with soda booths."
Food and drink booths are ex-

cellent ways for groups to raise
money. As Bowyer said,
"There's a good opportunity to
make a substantial amount of pro-
fit."
According to Lamb, "It

[Spring Fair] is a lot of work, but
everyone's happy to contribute."
Circus '90 promises to he at least
the tastiest ever!

T
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Information Booth e
The Information Booth is located on the
marble staircase between Shriver and Gil-
man Quads. The booth will be open 12:00-
6:00 P.M. Friday, 0:00 A.M.-600 P.M.
Saturday and 0:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. Sunday.

Bathroom Facilities # ft

Bands perform
day and night

by Joseph Jeon

If the effort and enthusiasm of
the music co-chairpersons are any
indication of the quality of the
music for the upcoming Spring
Fair, then the entertainment
should surely not be missed. Day
music chairs Andrea Rosa and
Bob Rosenbaum have lined up
twelve bands encompassing jazz,
folk, and steel band styles. (By ci-
ty ordinance, rock music is pro-
hibited during the day.)
The groups include The

Trinidad and Tobago Steel Or-
chestra, the JHU Jazz Ensemble,
Swing Central, and The Scott
Cunningham Blues Band, who
will all play outdoors in the
Decker Beer Garden and on the
Shriver and Gilman stages for no
charge. Both chairpersons ex-
pressed high expectations for the
daytime music and hope for good
weather and large attendance.
Along with the music, the Decker
Beer Garden will have a DJ com-
plete with raffles, prizes and the
like.
Beth Johnson and Conrad

Choiniere, nighttime music
chairs, have also organized some
promising programming with
eight different bands, playing on

Friday and Saturday nights, in
both Levering's Great Hall and
Glass Pavilion.
Bands include No Presents for

Christman, Braver Noise, Ex-
tended Image, The Nevermen,
The Unknown, and Urban Blight.
Johnson was especially excited
about Urban Blight, a ska band
that is known for an excellent
stage show, and The Nevermen,
a Canadian band presently
popular in its home country.
Along with these groups, two stu-
dent bands, C.H.U.D. (unstuff-
ed) and Buttsteak, will play on
Friday night and Chester's Place,
upstairs in Levering.
Johnson and Choiniere expect,

through advertising and the
presence of some bands from
other schools, to draw students
from many of the neighboring
colleges.
There will also be a dance in

the Arellano Theater on Saturday
night with a "club atmosphere."
The highly touted comedy of
Chip Franklin and Lani Frazier
will perform in the Arellano on
Friday night. James Rosen and
Scott Berger M.C. this event.
Cover for all the nighttime events
in Levering is $3.00 each night,
and doors open at 9:30 p.m.
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Roberts and Sykes

The current gubernatorial race
in Texas offers an interesting
perspective on America's en-
thusiasm for the death penalty.
Since the Supreme Court
re-established the constitutionality
of the death penalty in 1976, 121
criminals have been executed, 33
from the Lone Star State. This is
the greatest number of executions
in the nation over this time
period. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising to learn that every one of
the candidates for the office of
governor is a vocal supporter of
the death penalty. During the re-
cent Democratic primary, Mrs.
Ann Richards received an unex-
pected endorsement from a prison
publication. One of her op-
ponents, Mr. Jim Maddox,
former state attorney-general,
was quick to take advantage of
this opportunity and penned a
slogan: "Jim Maddox: There are
no endorsements for him on
Death Row." Meanwhile, former
Governor Mr. Mark White cam-
paigned behind a commercial that
flashed pictures of criminals ex-
ecuted during his previous term
in office. Although Texans seem
very interested in carrying out
death sentences, this attitude is
certainly not a prevalent one.
Across the country nearly 2400
inmates still remain on death row.
In California, where last Tues-
day's execution of Mr. Robert
Harris was the first in twenty-
three years, 277 criminals
sentenced to death continue to go
through the appeals system.
This underscores the inade-

quacies of our judiciary. A recent
poll found that an overwhelming
80 percent of Americans support
the death penalty. This support,
however, has not been translated
into public action. While laws
permitting the death penalty re-
main in place, they are not effec-
tively implemented. Meanwhile,
an article in last week's
Economist reported that the

average inmate on death row will
cost his state between $2 and $5
million, four to five times what
it costs to keep someone in-
carcerated for life. The cumber-
some appeals procedure surroun-
ding death row inmates has been
abused. Mr. Robert Harris ap-
pealed eight times in the course
of eleven years before finally
entering the gas chamber at San
Quentin.
The rhetoric in recent political

campaigns and the indecision in
the appeals courts is doing
nothing to resolve the issue.
Should the United States keep the
death penalty or not? As it now
stands death row inmates amount
to little more than high cost
prisoners sentenced to life im-
prisonment. Despite the necessi-
ty of a fair trial for each inmate,
it is reasonable to assume that an
inmate seeking a tenth appeal will
not have his sentence overturned.
While the Supreme Court has ex-
pressed concern over these long
delays between sentencing and
execution, it seems unlikely that
any drastic change in the appeals
procedures is forthcoming.
By maintaining the current

system, the government is mere-
ly postponing a difficult decision.
A maximum limit on appeals for
death row inmates, with
safeguards about the quality of
legal representation, would
reduce state prison costs and res-
pond to the strong voice of the
American public. However, if no
such policy is adopted, then the
death penalty should be abolish-
ed. The present procedure makes
life imprisonment without parole
a more cost-effective means of
punishment. As the number of in-
mates on death row continues to
rise at a fast rate, decisive action
must inevitably be taken. In the
meantime the government is like
St. George slaying the dragon:
always on horseback, but never
rides on.

Spring Fair gets underway
A very small number of students at Hopkins are respon-

sible for the bulk of the successful student productions
which we all manage to take more or less for granted.
Spring Fair, which commences this afternoon, is the
epitome of such a production. A small cadre of devoted
Hoppies have devoted their springs to one of the Univer-
sity's few shared town-and-gown activities. By drawing
the hundred thousand or so Baltimore citizens to the
Homewood campus, Spring Fair plays a key role in pro-
moting Hopkins' image within the community.

It is therefore heartening to observe how competently
and devotedly the Fair chairs have thrown themselves in-
to this year's Fair. Their decision not to go ahead with
the balloon ascension, in reponse to their own misgivings
and suggestions from environmental groups, shows a com-
mendable sensitivity to community concerns.
The harsh edge to some criticism which had been levied

against Fair for its initial impulse to go with the launch,
however, was uncalled for. Not only has a balloon ascent
been an integral part of Fair's opening ceremonies for
years, but it was planned by the current chairs in good
faith. The readiness of a campus group, the noblility of

its cause notwithstanding, to resort to histrionics and threats
rather than reason in order to get its way was disturbing.
There can be little doubt that the Fair chairs, Karen Moul
and Scott Berger, would have immediately chosen to cancel
the balloon ascent had they been faced with clear-cut
evidence rather than angry assertions of environmental in-
sensitivity. No matter how well-meaning such assertions
may have been, by framing the argument in confrontational
terms a compromise was obviated. The Fair Chairs were
compelled to cancel the balloon ascent, without having
been given a fair chance to react as the rational individuals
they are. Instead, they were threatened with embarrass-
ment and even, it seems, violence. Such a resolution was
to no one's benefit. The bad feelings engendered by such
threatening behavior can be ill-afforded in a community
as small as ours.
So, good luck to all the Fair chairs, concessionaires and

the dozens of student groups who are devoting their
weekend to the event. And whatever you do, don't forget
to come by the News-Letter's beer booth in the Decker
Gardens.

iHarassment s unacceptable
During the past several weeks the News-Letter has

published Letters to the Editor regarding two separate in-
cidents of sexual harassment. The letters are indicative of
two things: first, that sexual harassment is more prevalent
on the Homewood campus than we are led to believe, and
second, that people are finding such behavior unacceptable
and are fighting to put an end to it.
The two incidents mentioned within these pages were

relatively minor ones. Thankfully, neither of the assaults
went further than verbal abuse. Many people may, unfor-
tunately, consider such cases to be relatively minor and
unimportant and feel that the offended person was being
overly sensitive or reactionary. This attitude could not be
further from the truth, as the definition of sexual harass-
ment is very clear. It is simply behavior of a sexual nature
that is unwanted by the recipient and is deliberate and/or
repetitive in its delivery. Sexual harassment operates on
a relative scale, rather than as a set of absolutes. Both rape
and the coercive use of sex as a means to a better grade
are obvious forms of harassment and represent one end
of the sexual harassment scale. Off-color comments, jokes
or a pinch on the rear fall towards the other end of the
scale, but are still tmarceptable forms of harassment. Simp-
ly put, there are varying, degrees of sexual harassment,
and all are reprehensible.

The letters we received indicated that women are respon-
ding to such everyday harassment with the attitude that
it is not acceptable. By writing to us they not only informed
the offenders that their behavior was demeaning, wrong,
and intolerable, but they told the community as a whole
that it should no longer allow such abuse. By spreading
awareness of the problem, these writers have taken one
of the first steps towards stopping sexual harassment.

All this information about sexual harassment leads us
inevitably to the "2x + 1" cartoon that appeared in the
Spectator a few months ago. The debate that followed
centered mostly around the question of censorship and par-
tially lost sight of what was the more central issue: sexual
harassment. The cartoon obviously fell under the category
of an off-color joke and graduates, undergraduates, faculty
and even the administration felt compelled to comment on
it. Although the debate became somewhat misguided and
leaned more towards the censorship issue, the discusion
did increase awareness of what was and what wasn't
harassment. The opening of debate encouraged discussion,
which led to an increased willingness within the Hopkins
community to listen and understand.

Hopefully with an increase in' awareness we can start
working towards ending sexual harassment in all of its
forms.

Letters 
Harassment

To the Editors:
On Thursday morning March

29, at 1:30 a.m., I was walking
from Gilman Hall to Shaffer Hall
to work on a paper. As I was go-
ing down the staircase, I saw two
men in front of Maryland Hall,
one of which was climbing a tree.
They looked like students so I felt
I had no reason to feel threaten-
ed, and I continued walking
towards Shaffer.
As I passed the men, I smelled

alcohol on the breath of one of
them who subsequently said hello
to me. I ignored them and con-
tinued walking. At this point, the
one who had spoken to me started
screaming. He first yelled,
"Bitch! Did you see how she
blew me off!" He then proceed-
ed to increase his abuse yelling,
"Fuck you! Fuck you! I'm gon-
na fuck you all the way back to
Korea!" I looked back only once
to make sure that they weren't
following me, which they
weren't. However, the harass-
ment continued until I reached
Shaffer, where I immediately
called security.

Needless to say, I was scared
to death. I am a small woman,
and there were two of them.
Should they have chosen to act on
their threats, I could have done
nothing, and there was no one to
be seen who could help me. The
quad monitor who was sitting in-
side Shaffer Hall had heard
nothing, even though their shouts
could be heard from the upper
quad to the outside of Shaffer.
When security apprehended the

men, I was informed that they
were two Hopkins students. I am
amazed that two Hopkins students
would have no comprehension of
the fear that they can instill in
another person. I continued to
shake for an hour after the inci-

dent and I was unable to get to
sleep later.
This is not the first time I have

been sexually harassed since I
came to Hopkins in 1986. I en-
countered several instances my
freshman year, and at least one
my sophomore year. Hopefully
this time will be the last.

I want to thank security for
their prompt help and
reassurance, but I question why
there was no one outside to see
what was going on. I also ques-
tion an environment where sex-
ual harassment (which in this case
included racial slurs) is accepted.
I hope the community will join
me in preventing this sort of oc-
currence in the future, and if it
does (which it unfortunately but

undoubtedly will) actively con-
demn the perpetrators.

Mehala R. Vaidhyanathan

WJHU

To the Editors:
I can remember when WJHU

was a student-run radio station;
although, I cannot remember
listening to it often.
Suddenly, WJHU became an

FM station, professionally run,
and part of the PBS network. I do
listen to it sometimes, but more
often, my car radio is tuned to
WEAA or WAMU, both part of
PBS, the first the Morgan State
University station, the second in
DC.

Now it seems likely that WJHU
will cease to exist in June, 1990.
The State (MD) thought of tak-
ing it, but that idea died in the
seas of politics. WETA in
Washington may buy it, but if so,
I think it would no longer be
WJHU.
On a cold day last spring I had

a thought about WJHU. I had
watched the first half of the
Hopkins-Syracuse lacrosse
game—Hopkins was one goal
behind at the half as I remember.
I wanted to stay for the second
half, but I had some things to do
in my office, and it was cold and
raw. So, thinks I, I'll go to of-
fice, turn on the radio and listen

See LETTERS, 12

Spring Fair: Will nature cooperate?
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 GRONews
Next GRO meeting Wed., 11
etpr., 5:30 p.m.—Executive
—onference Room or Con-
ference Room A.

FOREIGN STUDENT
SURVEY

Foreign Students and Faculty
Service (FSFS) is currently con-
Jucting a survey on the problems
faced by incoming foreign
graduate students, and
undergraduates for that matter.
(Foreign grads make up over
third of the grad population.) The
FSFS is trying to evaluate the
needs of foreign students in an at-
tempt to improve the orientation
services it currently offers.
Please, if you are a foreign stu-
dent, answer the following ques-
tionnaire on a separate sheet of
paper. Return it to Dr. Arlene V.
Wergin at the FSFS in Garland
Hall.

ATTENTION

N-L

STAFF!

There is a mandatory

meeting this Sunday,

April 8th at 6 pm in

the Gatehouse. Every-

one who's name ap-

pears in the staff box

must attend the

Elections,

Don't forget!
• •

CULTURAL NEEDS ASSESS-
MENT SURVEY

One of the challenging aspects
of being a new foreign student at
an American university is
developing an understanding of
American culture. We are trying
to develop a more effective orien-
tation program for new foreign
students on the Homewood Cam-
pus and we are interested in
cross-cultural situations you may
have encountered. Cross-cultural
interactions may involve other
persons such as your friends,
your professors, your colleagues,
your landlord, a sales clerk at a
store, etc. V

Please describe a specific situa-
tion that "went wrong" for you
because of a cultural
misunderstanding. This answer is
confidential and you need not in-
clude your name. Don't worry
about grammar; we are interested
in your ideas.
1) What was the problem or
situation'?
2) What factors caused or con-
tributed to the event?
3) Could the problem have been
avoided? How?
Thank you for your assistance in
this reasearch.

GRO FUNDING

At its last meeting, 28 Mar.,
the GRO heard three funding
requests.
The Graduates for Social

Responsibility (GSR) is organiz-
ing a seminar to be held today
(9 a.m.-3:30 p.m.) on "Public
Spaces: Power & Representation
in the City." The GSR was
granted $100 from the GRO
education budget, with the option
to request another $500, depen-
ding on whether or not funding
from other sources is available.
The Women's Center re-

quested and recieved $400 to help
defray the costs of the publication
of 1500 copies of its up and com-
ing literary magazine.
The Classics Students'

Association was given $500 to aid
with the costs of its fourth annual
Poultney Lecture, to be held Apr.
13, with Eric Hamp of the
University of Chicago as speaker.

SOFTBALL

The GRO needs voluteers—or
at least one voluteer—to organize
the grad summer softball league.
If you feel up to the job, contact
Tammy Smecker, c/o the GRO
Office, Levering.

ELECTIONS , JD

Elections for GRO positions
will be held on 25 Apr., at the
regular GRO meeting scheduled
for that day. The positions up for
grabs are those of the chairs
(there are two this year), the
treasurer and the secretary. Each
carries a salary of $500 a year.
Only departmental represen-

tatives are eligible to vote, as laid
out in the constitution. Elections
for departmental reps are held in-
the fall, at the department's
discretion.
Nominations—for oneself or

for someone else—should be sub-
mitted to the GRO Office, c/o
Joanne Houlahan or Ralph
El-Chami.

Editor:—Doug Munro
Unless otherwise stated, the

views expressed herein do not
represent the official position
of the GRO.

Please submit all articles and
letters to the editor's mailbox
in Political Science by 5 p.m.
Mondays. Submit your social
security number with all sub-
missions. We regret that sub-
missions cannot be returned.

Speaker's Corner

Peter Blitstein on the CUS

After almost two years on the
Committee for Undergraduate
Studies (CUS), last week's News-
Letter was both a welcome event
and a tremendous disappointment
for me. Welcome it was, because
coverage of CUS issues in the.
News-Letter's pages has been
scanty; at the same time, the
coverage, particularly the lead ar-
ticle on page one, was uninform-
ed in some places, and just plain
inaccurate in others—that disap-
pointed me. It would be pointless
here to detail the various mistakes
in last week's issue, particularly
because there was no malice in-
volved on the part of the News-
Letter's staff. Instead, I will of-
fer my own perspective on the
CUS and the recent problems it
has encountered.
CUS is by its very nature a

creature of the Academic Coun-
cil; its job is to advise the Coun-
cil "on undergraduate academic
programs and degree re-
quirements" in the Arts &
Sciences and Engineering
schools. CUS is a place where
proposals for new academic pro-
grams, or revisions to old ones,
as well as changes in fundamen-
tal academic procedures, are con-
sidered. It is not a grievance
board (although proposals may
result from the gripes of students,
faculty, or administration), nor is
it designed specifically for student
participation (in its original form
there was no student member-
ship). Rather, it is a device for
shunting the Academic Council's
responsibility for the
undergraduate program to
another body; any proposal CUS
approves must also be approved
by the Academic Council.
The Academic Council natural-

ly has the right to reject any pro-
posal CUS accepts. Towards the
end of last year, however, it ac-

tually accepted a proposal which
the CUS rejected on two
occasions—the B.A. in Engineer-
ing, which originated in the of-
fice of the Dean of Engineering.
The Deans of Engineering and
Arts & Sciences took the proposal
directly to the Academic Coun-
cil, which approved it. In the fall
of this academic year, with a
spirit of vindictiveness which
frankly shocked me, the Deans
drafted a revised charge to the
CUS which altered both the task
and membership of the body;
they (who precisely is still
unclear, although I am quite con-
vinced that Associate Dean Karr
of the Engineering school had a
fundamental role) prevaricated
(i.e., lied—although they claim it
was unintentional) to the Coun-
cil that no charge existed. This
proved to be completely inac-
curate; an earlier version of the
charge (in a 1975 edition of the
Gazette) was later "discovered."
It differed significantly from the
new version.
Between September of last year

and February of this year, at three
meetings, the CUS considered the
changes enacted by the
Council—and all members, both
faculty and students, protested
them. Students were especially
upset at the Council's attempts to
mandate how the Student Coun-
cil should choose student
membership; the new document
directed that at least one
Engineering student be included
in the student delegation. In prin-
ciple this was a good idea, yet the
fact that it originated because of
the Dean's dissatisfaction with the
CUS vote on the B.A. in
Engineering made it insulting to
student representatives. More im-
portant, it was a completely un-
warranted interference in the Stu-
dent Council's prerogative to

choose the best candidates for the
student spots on the CUS. After
consideration of the CUS's four
counter-proposals, the Academic
Council rejected all but one on
February 21. The new provision
on student membership remained.
What does this all mean? The

CUS is not under attack, its posi-
tion has not been undermined.
Rather, the whole controversy in-
dicated the real weakness of the
CUS in the structure of the
University; its capacity as a mere
advisory committee is all the
more clear. Nor are the Deans
"on the offensive;" if anything,
the controversy surrounding the
CUS reaffirms that the Deans at
Hopkins get what they want
anyway, they don't have to attack
anything or anybody to do so.
What is troubling is that the CUS
is the only body of its kind at this
university where students vote.
Recognition that the CUS is weak
and easily circumvented natural-
ly compels students to look
beyond it to be heard.
The answer is to include stu-

dent representatives on the
Academic Council, at least when
that body considers curricular
decisions (Council deals also with
tenure and hiring issues, a far
more touchy subject for student
inclusion). Naturally this idea will
receive strong resistance from
faculty and administrators; it is
the responsibility of the Student
Council to push this demand un-
til it is met. This could very well
take years, but it is the only way
undergraduates can be guaranteed
a voice in academic affairs at
Johns Hopkins. And, I em-
phasize, even then the administra-
tion will get what it wants in the
end; that is the unfortunate fact
of academic life at this institution.
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Elephants in a jacuzzi
by Rob Grofe

Applications for the Women's
Studies Research Seminar,
"Interpreting Women's Bodies"
are due in 300 Jenkins by April
13. This course will focus on the
cultural definitions of health and
illness and their relation to gender,
and race. Interested students
should submit a 1 page typed
description of their interests in
this course. Enrollment is limited
to15. For more information, call
X6166. (Martin and Poovey).

Campus Concepts

NEED A JOB

THIS SUMMER?

SEE AD PAGE 13
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DRIVERS WANTED

Baltimore's Largest
Slice!!
(Sold until 4:00 pm)

Only $1.75 (25 cents/topping)
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NY JOHNS HOPKINS STUDENT MAY ENTER

LL PARTICIPANTS MUST REGISTER FRIDAY
APRIL 6 AT THE INFORMATION BOOTH LOCATE

4
ETWEEN OILMAN AND SHRIVER QUADS

RIZES RANGE FROM DINNERS AT A VARIETY
OF AREA RESTAURANTS AND PUBS TO GIFT
CERTIFICATES FROM CENTER STAGE AND EDDIEaLUE.S WILL B OCATED THROUGHOUT FAIR

10% off for all Students
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Letters 
LETTERS, from 10
to the second half. However, at
my office I found that the game
was not being broadcast—not by
WJHU—not by WCBM—just
not. So I had to learn of our upset
victory from the happy departing
crowd as I drove away from the
campus.
The thought was this: Wouldn't

it be dandy if WJHU was a
student-run station; not the old
dud but a good one. Such a sta-
tion would certainly broadcast all
lacrosse games, home and away,
would give scores and commen-
tary on results of all Hopkins var-
sity sports (of both genders), and
if our team made the NCAA
playoffs, as we did in basketball
this season, would broadcast
those games.
Now it may seem that I am un-

duly interested in sports, and I
am. However, when one com-
pares the extent that WJHU
serves the Hopkins community,
especially the students, with, say
WEAA at Morgan State U., we
lose!

Hopkins should offer more par-
ticipatory activities for its

undergraduate students (and the
graduate students too). Having
Peabody as part of JHU has been
very helpful in this regard. I think
that a student-run radio station
could be a credit to the students
and the university. It may not
have the polish of a professionally
run station, but it could be good
and serve the Hopkins communi-
ty. After all, the News-Letter us-
ed to be the pits, and look at it
now!
So I say, how about continuing

WJHU, but as a student-run sta-
tion. WHY NOT?

Moise H. Goldstein, Jr.
Professor of Electrical and Com-

puter Engineering

Balloons

To the Editors:

The Johns Hopkins Students
for Environmental Action thanks
the Johns Hopkins Spring Fair for
their decision to forego the
balloon ascension at the opening
ceremonies Friday, April 6th.
Not having a balloon ascension is

an environmental step that we
whole-heartedly applaud. We ap-
preciate the concern that the
Spring Fair committee took in
this matter and apologize for the
inconvenience it caused. We look
forward to a great weekend for
all who attend the fair.

Students for Environmental Action,
Johns Hopkins University

Press Release 

The Johns Hopkins Spring Fair
has carefully considered many
viewpoints in regard to the balloon
ascension scheduled for Friday's
opening ceremonies. While we
are certain that our decision was
both sound and reasonable, we
feel the reaction and planned
response by some individuals is
detrimental to the Fair and the en-
tire Homewood community.
Therefore, for the benefit of all
those who attend and enjoy
Spring Fair, we have decided to
forgo the balloon ascension. We
have no doubt that the many ac-
tivities planned for the weekend
will not be diminished by this
action.
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All the World's A... by Jack Horn

Letters Policy

The News-Letter welcomes
letters to the editors. Letters
must be typed, double spaced,
and include the author's name
and telephone number for
verification purposes. The
News-Letter reserves the right
to edit for condensation. Let-
ters must be delivered to the
Gatehouse by Tuesday at 5
p.m. for inclusion in that Fri-
day's paper. Once a letter is
delivered it becomes the pro-
perty of the News-Letter. Let-
ters must be signed by at least
one person and no more than
two persons. Letters credited
only to organizations will not
be printed. Due to the volume
of letters we receive and not all
can be printed, we reserve the
right to limit the number of let-
ters printed in a given issue.

ATTENTION

Come watch the
launch of the Hubble
Space Telescope.
Johns Hopkins News
and Information has
arranged for a 12' x
15' projection televi-
sion in Shriver Hall,
April 10, coverage
starts at 8:00 a.m.

Campus Crime
A lacrosse net was taken from
Homewood field between March
17 and 19.

Sometime between March 27 and
28, 1990, person(s) unknown
gained entrance to a private vehi-
cle by breaking the windshield.
Personal property valued at $450
was removed.

Sometime between December
1989 and March 24, 1990, one
foam-filled chair and one sofa
were removed from a storage
room in AMR H. Value placed at
$60.

On March 28, person(s) unknown
forced open an apartment door in
Wolman Hall by breaking both
locks. Unknown whether
materials are missing.

Between March 19 and 21, an
auto jack valued at $170 was
removed from a vehicle parked
on Lot A by breaking a window.

Stereo speakers and a bookshelf
valued at $210 were removed
from a dormitory room by per-
son(s) unknown between March
16 and March 25.

Between March 16 and March
25, stereo equipment valued at
$600 was removed from a dor-
mitory room.

A backpack left outside the
bookstore on March 14 was
taken. Backpack and personal
papers valued at $40 are missing

Between December 8 and January
8, an IBM Selectric typewriter
was removed from the office in
the Greenhouse Annex.

A 14-karat gold bracelet was
removed from a desk drawer in
the complainant's apartment bet-
ween March 14 and 16.

Personal property valued at $90
was removed from a McCoy Hall
apartment between March 16 and
19

On March 11, 1990, person(s)
unknown gained entrance to a
Wolman Hall apartment by clim-
bing the fire escape and entering
through an unlocked window.
Taken was a wallet containing
$20 and personal papers.

Attention
News-Letter

Staff:

Editorial Board Elections.
If you appear
in this week's

staff box, you are entitled
to run for office and

to vote.

Mandatory Meeting:

Sunday, April 8 @ 6:00 p.m.

The Gatehouse
at Art Museum Drive and Charles Street

HOPPY HOUR

today in the Decker Garden

(otherwise known as the Beer Garden)

4:30 - 7:00 p.m.

Sponsored By

SP12111Ng FARR

Munchies, sodas, beer with proper ID

featuring Coors, Coors Lite, and Killian's Irish Red

music by Andrew Moffitt
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Best of luck
to

Spring Fair!
from the News Letter.

Let's just hope it doesn't snow!

(But hey, if it does, the beer
from the News-Letter beer booth
in the Decker Garden is sure to
be cold, so stop on in!)

SPRING FAIR '90
Band Parties at . . .

The Grad Chit

••• FRIDAY NfTE• • •
"JOHNNY MONET & THE

IMPRESSIONISTS"

• •.SATURDAY NITE • • •

BUTTSTERK
Finn THE HAGGISES FIVE

BANDS START BY I OPM
$1 COVER 4LL WEEKEND

$1.50 CORONAS!!!

Located in the basement of McCoy Hall

at 34th & Charles Sts.

The News-Letter would like to
congratulate the students
elected to Phi Beta Kappa:

Juniors in Arts and Sciences:

Vincent Briscuso
Jonathon Clark
Matthew Cunningham
Michael Datto
Paul Kramer

Seniors in Arts and

Christopher Becker
Peter Blitstein
Jeffrey Blitz
William Brinckerhoff
Sheldon Chen
Stephanie Yu-Hue Chiu
Wei Chu
Noam Cohen
Todd Crocenzi
Christopher Culp
Philip Daileader
Thomas Devine
Steven Dudek
David Dudley
Brett Engbrecht
Michael Falk
Russell Fromkin
John Higgins
Michael Holmes
Harry Johnson III
Ilene Jacobs
David Kass
Kelly Kieffer
Wan Kim
Li Kuo Kong

David Liss
Alison Samitt

David Shaw
Martin Stemmler

Thomas Woo

Sciences:

Richard Kuo
Tamsen Love
Matthew Mayr
Nancy McElwain
Niteen Milak
Linda Mirsky
Donald Munro
Vincent Presti
Erica Roth
Marjorie Rotstein
Ronald SanJuan
Melissa Selke
Rinoo Shah
Sivanie Sharir
Chi Ching Shum
Steven Sirotic
Patricia Steigerwald
Kelly Stone
Terrance Swords
Manora Szeto
Scott Tarantino
Eric Walk
Laurence Young
Peter Zage
Daniela Zane

EARN $4,000+ THIS
SUMMER & STILL
HAVE 1 MONTH OFF
BEFORE SCHOOL

Campus Concepts

Campus Concepts wants you for their
summer sales associate positions available
in the Johns Hopkins/Baltimore area. The
Campus Concepts Team is looking for
Aggressive, Self-Motivated individuals
who are committed to achieving nothing
short of the best. We will be on campus
for an information session and interviews
at the dates and times listed below:

Information session Wednesday, April
11, at 4:00 PM. (contact the placement
office for room number.) Interviews
will be the following day.
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RE-RUNOFF

Student Council Presidential
Election

TUESDAY, APRIL 10TH

Polls open at AMR 11 11 AM to 8 PM
Polls open at MSE Noon to Midnight

All voters must show photo ID!!

APPLY NOW for Social and Academic Extra-
Curricul ar Positions:

*Social Committee Co-Chairs

*Fine Arts Committee Co-Chairs

*Union Board Committee Co-Chairs

*Ethics Board Members

*Elections Commission Members

Position Descriptions & Applications are available in the Student Council
Office in Levering Hall.

DEADLINE: TUESDAY, APRIL 17, 1990 5 p.m.

Questions? Call Student Council Office x8203 OR Petrina Hsi 366-3309.

00)83\ 
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Arts 
INTERVIEW

John Waters and
The Shock of Success
by Mark Friedman

"The 'VI' Word."
John Waters groans, but it

doesn't take long for a smile to
creep back onto his face.
Mainstream. It's certainly not a
word he's used to hearing.
Mainstream? This to describe a
Baltimore filmmaker who cap-
tured behemoth transvestite
Divine eating dog excrement
from a city sidewalk in "Pink
Flamingos" and passed out
scratch-and-sniff cards in theaters
for "Polyester," filmed in smell-
o-rama?
Not only is John Waters circa

1990 mainstream, but he's hit a
gusher. Two years ago he releas-
ed "Hairspray," a rollicking
fairy tale of the heavy set, which
was a critical and commercial
success. Now comes "Cry-
Baby," a musical send-up of '50s
films starring Johnny Depp,
which premiered in Baltimore last
month and opens nationwide
today.
"This is exactly the film I

wanted to make," Walters says.
"Hollywood took a chance on my
sense of humor. I loved the idea
of a tough guy showing a tiny bit
of emotion. It was the bad,
cheesy symbolism which I
liked."
With a budget chalked in be-

tween eight and ten million
dollars, "Cry-Baby" is a
moderate risk by Hollywood
standards. But for Waters, all
those zeros meant a veritable
gold-mine. "My first budget was
eighty dollars," he says, recoun-
ting some of the early films of his
career. "And the girl who was in
it stole the film and the develop-
ing because she worked in a
camera store. So actually, the
budget was zero and it grossed
eighty dollars in a beatnik coffee

shop on Howard Street."
Indeed, if one takes a look at

some of Waters' older work, with
ominous titles like "Mondo
Trasho" and "Multiple
Maniacs," his more recent films
seem like creations from a man
transformed. "We were young,"
Waters says, somewhat wistful-
ly. "People say to me, 'you must
have been on LSD when you
made those films.' Well, we
were."
Ricki Lake, who starred in

"Hairspray" and plays Cry-
Baby's pregnant sister, Pepper, in
the latest film, is amazed at the
response Waters gets from his ac-
tors, herself included. "How did
this man, who didn't have to do
any of the things the actors had
to do, get these people to do it?
And for no money? He's some
kind of guru, a cult figure who
everyone follows. Who knows
where he gets the ideas?"
Several members of the "Cry-

Baby" cast expressed their
outright fear at what Waters
might make them do. "If I knew
then what I knew now," says
Lake, "I would have definitely
thought twice about doing
'Hairspray'." Seventies actor
Patricia Hearst, who has a small
part in the film, adds, "I had seen
'Hairspray' and John asked that
I not see any of his other
movies."
So what does all the newfound

studio backing give John Waters
besides the "M" word and a sigh
of relief to his actors? It gives him
the chance to hire a real star as
the lead, instead of the usual
"creative" casting which he
employs.

Waters has a reputation for
casting out of The National En-
quirer. "The back pages have the
kind of fame I like," he says.
"Real pictures, not retouched,

RECORDS

The Notting
Hillbillies:
Part Wilbury,
Part Parton,
And Rather Dire
The Notting Hillbillies—
Missing. . . Presumed Having a
Good Time (Warner Bros.)
The Traveling Wilburys meet

Dolly Parton, Emmylou Harris,
and Linda Ronstadt's "Trio"?
Not quite, but the Notting
Hillbillies seem to occupy a
nether region between the two,
both in style and quality. Like the
Wilburys, the band is a sort of in-
cognito set of all-stars leaving
egos behind to rediscover the
pleasures of jamming. And so the
Notting Hillbillies (the name is a
play on Notting Hill, the London
suburb where the album was
recorded) came together, with
Dire Straits guitar god Mark
Knopfler at the fore, along with
that band's keyboardist Guy Flet-
cher and guitarslingers Brendan
Croker and Steve Phillips (and
probably quite a few uncredited
sidemen).
The band's premise is a bit

more interesting: three British
guitar vets with a love for the
blues tackling the sounds of the
1930s and '40s American south.
Does it work? Not really. Though
Knopfler's playing is pretty im-
pressive sometimes (and decided-
ly distinctive), it's hard for the
man who gave us "Money for
Nothing" to take a stab at
Leonard Whitcup's 1938 'classic'
"Bewildered" without sounding
more than a tad hokey, especial-
ly over the most implausible sing-
ing this side of Wayne Newton.
On the whole, the originals aren't

not head shots. I respect those
people, I'm star struck by them.
But you have to be, if you want
the audience to be star struck."
So who's left for Waters to

cast? "Lana Turner, who is the
ultimate movie star. Liz Taylor,
Mother Teresa. The first thing I
think is, 'Am I going to be able
to stand this person? Can they
laugh at themselves'?' Because I
do, and that's what my movies
are about."
But don't for a minute think

that Waters would work with just
anyone. "Not Zsa Zsa. Bad, bad
taste. See, there's one person I
would never use. I wouldn't want
to spend ten minutes with her."
The real coup for Waters, one

that money made possible, was
landing Johnny Depp, star of Fox
Television's "21 Jump Street"
and currently engaged to Winona
Ryder of "Heathers" fame. For
Depp, the opportunity to work
with Waters was what sold him
on the project. "John's a great
American outlaw filmmaker,"
Depp says. "He's just a genius."
Depp's reputation among

young teenage girls is perhaps on-
ly rivaled by Kirk Cameron and
New Kids on the Block. "Cry-
Baby" offered Depp, 26, the
chance to make fun of heart-
throb image that dogs him
consistently and bothers him
almost as much. "John taught me
that the best way to attack it is to

Baltimore native John Waters' new 'Cry-Baby' is the closest thing to the mainstream he has directed

have a sense of humor about it,
this manufactured image of me
that I am not responsible for
manufacturing."
Indeed, Depp looks tired of all

the attention he's been getting.
Shy and withdrawn, he seems
almst intimidated by a room with
only a few interviewers. "I have
this fear of crowds. I have never

MOVIES

Depp Charge
by Mark Friedman

Few filmmakers have the
bizarre critical clout of John
Waters. If one didn't know
anything about him, his "Cry-
Baby" would be just a vaguely
familiar piece of well-crafted,
tacky, sticky-sweet trash, with
characters as thin as paper dolls.

But this is John Waters. In
that case, everyone excuses the
lapses, and assumes he's gone
soft if there aren't any cross-
dressers or vomit scenes.
On the sugary surface, "Cry-

Baby" is a charming and
harmless ode to the score of
delinquency films from the
1950s. Parents were evil, cars
were fast, and choreographed
dance numbers seemed to erupt
spontaneously. The film is so

self-mocking that it excuses its
mistakes as somehow intentional.
It takes pride in its badness, and
fulfilling our lowest expectations
to the utmost.
The premise of the film is

familiar, to say the least. Cry-
Baby (Johnny Depp) is leader of
"The Drapes," Baltimore's in-
carnation of young incorrigibles.
The rest of the gang includes his
pregnant sister Pepper (Ricki
Lake), a dish called Wanda (Traci
Lords), the stoic Milton (Darren
E. Burrows), and the appropriate-
ly named Hatchet-Face (Kim
McGuire). Cry-Baby is nicknam-
ed for the single, sigh-inducing
tear that crawls down his cheek
every so often when he's not
playing in a band, riding his
motorcycle, or racing cars.
The tear is enough to attract

really been hungry to be the
center of attention. It's not
something I'm real comfortable
with. Notoriety has only turned
me inward."
"I've been out with Johnny,"

says Waters, "and these girls will
start sobbing, and I see the look
of mortification on his face."
Lake recalls a portion of the

shoot at Reisterstown High
School outside the city last
spring. "There were like five
hundred girls waiting just to get
a glimpse of him," she says. "I
don't know how he lives his
I ife. —

Is a move to Baltimore the
answer'? Waters thinks so. "I
could picture Johnny living here
_easily.. Because if youlre an
actor you can live anywhere now.
I could picture Johnny living here

and having people leave him
alone."
Depp shares the affection for

Charm City. "I think Baltimore
is the greatest city in America,
and probably the most incredible
city in the world.Baltimore to me
is like a magical belly button that
sucks in all this lint. I love it."

In any event, Depp's days as an
undercover cop in high school on
"Jump Street" seem numbered.
"How long before I get found
out'? I've already had six nervous
breakdowns, I've lost a father,
I've lost a couple of girls,
murdered a cop, went to jail for
it. I think I would've been found
out by now. It's heading towards
Fellini." He's got two years left
on his Fox contract, but right now
he's filming "Edwafa

See INTERVIEW, 17

—
The Notting Hillbillies (from left): Guy Fletcher, Mark Knopfler, Steve Phillips, and Brendan Croker. At
right is the vapid dance-pop group Seduction (from left): April Harris, Michelle Visage, and Idalis Leon

much better, as Knoptler tries to
convince us with lines like "I can
talk to you serious/ I can talk to
you nice." Ironically, for all the
impressions given by this project,
the arrangements get mighty
close to Dire Straits, to the point
where nobody would've noticed
the difference if "Your Own
Sweet Way" turned up on

"Brothers in Arms."
That said, the one shining mo-

ment of truth on "Missing.
is the two-minute, twelve-bar
blues "Run Me Down," a solid,
meaty raveup straight out of the
saloon. But this debut (probably
a one-off record) was certainly far
more fun to make than it is to
hear. —Paul Bonanos

Seduction—Nothing Matters
Without Love (A&M)
Trust me—you've already

heard this record. We have now
been blessed with yet another
mindless album of dance-pop-
ooh-baby-girl-group stuff. Lots of
overdubs, heavy bass and percus-
sion, and lush vocal arrangements
make it obvious what Seduction

Allison Vernon-Williams (Amy
Locane), one of Baltimore's
Squares. Squares are girls and
boys who, horror of horrors, go
to charm school and participate
in extracurricular activities. Cry-
Baby represents the thrill that's
missing from Allison's mundane
establishment existence, but he's
also a challenge to her Square
suburbia boyfriend Baldwin
(Stephen Mailer).

Cry-Baby introduces Allison to
the rest of the Drapes, much to
the consternation of her skeptical
grandmother, played with proper
prudishness by Polly Bergen.
Allison is the quintissential prom
girl gone bad; Cry-Baby is every
prom girl's dream. Pepper's first
words to Allison are a lesson of
sorts: "Our bazooms," Pepper
says., "are our weapons." Early
feminism or '50s schlock, Waters
makes it work.
Baldwin hatches a plot to get

Cry-Baby sent to reform school;
will he be able to escape in time

aims to produce: typical dance-
club music with not one whit of
intelligence. Dance music is fine
at the Depot when it's pounding
away at 130 decibels, but there's
no reason to have this album in
your record collection. 'Nuff
said.

—Christopher Bonanos

Midnight Oil—Blue Sky Mining
(Columbia)

Midnight Oil's seventh album
finds Australia's second biggest

to rescue his true love from the
clutches of Baldwin's cardigan
covered arms? It's a monumen-
tal confrontation, or at least as
monumental as they got in these
films. Waters doesn't stretch the
imagination as far as he could
have, but the writing has zip and
there are plenty of amusing
moments. The dialogue is
uniformly silly and
melodramatic, especially at its
most (supposedly) serious
moments. Most of what young
people say in "Cry-Baby" may
seem pointless, but it's deliberate.
The similarities between "Cry-

Baby" and 1988's "Hairspray"
(Waters' most recent film) are
striking. Both films are paced
quickly with little care taken for
the substance of the narrative.
Character seems less important
than context; Waters hopes to
recreate a mood and lavish it with
period piece details, not allowing
any individual to soak up too

See REVIEW, 17

rock group in a dour, melancholic
mood. Their previous record,
"Diesel And Dust," produced a
hit single in the form of "Beds
Are Burning," but the record's
theme—the ongoing destruction
of the Aborigine race—went
largely ignored. Determined to
get their message across, the band
toured the U.S. with two open-
ing acts, one Aborigine (Yothu
Yindi) and one American Indian
(Graffitiman). The idea was to

See RECORDS, 18
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REGISTERED
NURSES

Qualify for a
$5000 honus!*

The Air Force needs
you. As an Air Force nurse

officer, you can enjoy great ben-
efits, including complete medical
and dental care. Plus 30 days vaca-
tion with pay per year and ongoing
professional and personal oppor-
tunities to advance. Serve your
country while you serve your
career. Call

MAJOR LEOLA ROBINSON
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT

301-981-7897

*See your recruiter

for details
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FREE TIME
Need more? We have it!

Don't waste time doing your own
laundry, we'll do it for you.

" Wash, Fluff and Fold Service"

A real time saver!

FALLS ROAD LAUNDRY
37th Street and Falls Road
(Next to E-Zee Market)

366-8207
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RAPID STATIONERY
354 East University Parkway
(3 blocks from campus)

889-5323

Did you know, Did you??
RAPID STATIONERY is a one-stop

supply store, where you can get your:

*Stationery Supplies
*Graduation Announcements
*Photo Copies
*UPS Services
*FAX Services
*Notary Public
*Secretarial Services
*Typewriter Repairs
*Postage Stamps

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF!!
STOP BY THE ONE-STOP
STATIONERY STORE FOR ALL
YOUR SCHOOL OR
OFFICE SUPPLY NEEDS.

Convenient Parking Available

MOVIES

'Blue Steel'
Overwrought
by Joseph Jeon

If "Blue Steel" can accurate-
ly represent Kathryn Bigelow's
ability at this early juncture in her
filmmaking career, she has a long
way to travel, and most likely
downward. Her heavy hand
obscures the film's subtler, finer
moments with overdone
cinematography that matches the
script. "Blue Steel" is a finely
tuned film, but it plays a couple
of octaves too high.
Jamie Lee Curtis is officer

Megan Turner, a rookie New
York City cop. In her first 24
hours on the job, she makes her
first kill when she shoots an arm-
ed robber during a supermarket
holdup. The bandit's firearm
disappears from the scene,
leading others to doubt Turner's
competence.
Unbeknownst to Turner, suc-

cessful commodities trader
'Eugene Hunt (Ron Silver) has
made off with the gun and begins
to kill people with it. To further
complicate matters, Turner,
unaware of Hunt's fetish for guns
and death (which he equates to
love), falls in love with him
through a series of "coin-
cidences." Turner eventually gets
wise to Hunt's psychopathic pro-
clivities and his role in the recent
murders.
A lengthy series of would-be

climaxes begins when Hunt,
holding Turner in a choke hold
with one arm, shoots her best
friend Tracy (Elizabeth Pena).
No matter: Tracy was there from
the outset to get killed so Curtis'
character could get mad and kick
butt.
Turner and detective Nick

Mann (Clancy Brown) watch
Hunt and follow him to the park,
where he has hidden his gun, but
nothing comes of the episode but
an extended staring contest.
Aware of Hunt's desire for the

•41

gun, Turner and Mann wait for
him to show up. He does. Turner,
on a personal mission, handcuffs
Mann to the steering wheel so
that she can go after Hunt by
herself. Hunt takes advantage and
goes after Mann, who is helpless.
Turner saves him. She chases
hunt. She loses him. Mann and
Turner go back to her place and
have sex. (It came from nowhere
in the movie, too.) Turner even-
tually gets her revenge, filling
Hunt with bullets at film's end,
but by that time the excessive
violence has become comic rather
than dramatic.
The screenplay, written by

director Bigelow and Eric Red,
is highly sensational and deflates
some otherwise sensitive perfor-
mances, particularly that by Ron
Silver. Silver effectively portrays
both sides of Eugene Hunt: his
unstable, crazed half seeps into
his ostensibly mild-mannered
half. Unfortunately, his perfor-
mance is belittled by some horri-
ble dialogue.

Curtis' character is bound even
tighter by the shackles of a poor
script. Her part intrinsically lends
itself to melodramatics and
cliche. There is simply no way to
say "I'm going to see to it that
your client gets wiped off the face
of the planet" without first pray-
ing for mercy to the god of
melodramatics.
There is no good way to end

this kind of movie, and "Blue
Steel," sure enough, does end
badly. There is no definite sense
of climax in the picture; or rather,
there is too much—way too
much. The audience is left
mumbling, "Please, just end."
There are at least five points

toward the end of the film where
the story could have (and pro-
bably should have) ended. In each
case, Hunt simply refuses to die,
as if he were some strange yup-
pie embodiment of Michael

Arts Calendar
MUSIC
The Shriver Hall Concert

Series will be presenting a pro-
gram by internationally respected
pianist and conductor Murray
Perahia this Sunday, April 8,
1990, at 7:30 p.m. The program
will feature Cesar Franck's
"Prelude, Choral, and Fugue,"
Robert Schumann's "Fan-
tasiesteuck Op. 12," Frederick
Chopin's "Scherzo in C-sharp
minor, Opus 39," "Mazurka in
B-flat minor, Opus 24, No. 4,"
and "Nocturne in E-flat Major,"
and Franz Liszt's "Au Bord
d'une Source" and "Spanish

Rhapsody." Tickets will be $13
general but $6 for full-time
students with I.D. For further in-
formation, please call 338-7164.
The Eight By Ten Club on East

Cross Street will be presenting its
second annual blues contest.
Since its opening on March 7, the
contest has run on alternating
Wednesdays. In addition to cash
prizes, the contest offers the B.B.
King "Lucille" Award, a recor-
ding contract with Malaco
Records, and a bid for the W.C.
Handy Awards show in Mem-
' phis. For information call the
club at 625-2001.

famie Lee Curtis in the slack 'Blue Steel'

Myers from "Halloween."
Turner shoots him three times
(once in the neck), rams him
head-on with a car, then has to
shoot him three more times until
he falls in his inevitable slow
motion death. Lots of blood.
Furthermore, there is a subplot

that deals with Turner's
tumultuous family life. Her
father, it turns out, has a history
of beating his wife (of course);
this subplot has no bearing what-
soever on the remainder of the
plot. It might be argued that this
explains why Turner becomes a

police officer, but that is another
story and another movie.
To its credit, "Blue Steel"

does not overdo the theme of
womanhood in a world that is
traditionally and predominantly
male. But in the end, maybe a lit-
tle thematic excess would have
been better. Bigelow deserves
commendation for attempting to
make a cop movie with more
magnitude than, say, an episode
of "Starsky and Hutch." But un-
fortunately, the final product is
neither significant nor
entertaining.

BLUE STEEL
Directed by Kathryn Bigelow
Written by Kathryn Bigelow and Eric Red
Produced by Edward R. Pressman and Oliver Stone
Executive Produced by Lawrence Kasanoff
Edited by Lee Percy
Director of Photography Amir Mokri
Music by Brad Fiedel
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Peabody Conservatory will
present a recital program tonight
at 5:00 p.m. in North Hall. The
program will feature Damaris
Rivera, soprano, and Curt Pajer,
piano, and will consist of works
by Antonio Vivaldi, Joseph
Haydn, Clara Schumann, Claude
Debussy, Enrique Granados, and
Jesus Garcia Leoz.

Following this recital will be
another in North Hall, featuring
Alex Norris, trumpet; Susan
Gonzales, piano; Reinhard Sun-
nus, flute; Elizabeth Lawrence,
soprano; and the Peabody
Underground Extension. This
program will consist of works by
Guiseppe Torelli, Halsey
Stevens, Dawn Culberson, Alex
Norris, and Freddie Hubbard.

The program will begin at 7:00
p.m.
Peabody will also sponsor a

Coffee House at the Otterbein,
112 West Conway Street, featur-
ing Tom May from Nebraska on
12- and 6-string guitars. Admis-
sion to all three Peabody events
is free.

EXHIBITIONS
The Walters Art Gallery will

present an exhibition of
Romanesque and Gothic
manuscripts. The exhibition will
contrast these types of medieval
art and examine illuminations ex-
ecuted in transitional and overlap-
ping styles. It will run from April
10 to July 8, 1990.For further in-
formation call 547-9000.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU

COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It's exciting
and it may be your last opportunity to grad-
uate with an Army Officer's commission.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For Application
Contact

Captain Jeff Pope at
338-7474

DOMINO'S PIZZA

DELIVERS

OPPORTUNITIES
We are currently hiring drivers for our

Remington / Johns Hopkins location.

We offer:

*excellent pay scale

*employee discounts and incentives

*full or part-time hours to fit your

schedule

Call store manager today!

PIZZA SPECIAL
2 12-inch 1-item pizzas $10.95 plus tax

Call and order now!!

Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention! Attention!

Scheduling for Spring interviews is currently underway.
Seniors and graduates, please register with the Office of
Career Counseling and Placement to be notified of upcoming
recruiting visits. Undergraduates are welcome to attend some
information sessions and some interviews will be for summer
employment. Interviews are arranged on a first come first
serve basis, so please come in as soon as possible.

The following recruiters will be on campus between April 9
and April 24:

April
9
9

The Newlin Company
Network Marketing, An information session
has been scheduled from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. and will be for summer and part-time
positions. Open for all students.

10 Andrulis Research
10 Rainbow Lobby, An information session has

been scheduled from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. to discuss permanent, summer, and
part-time opportunities. Open to all
students. 

10 Maryland State Highway Administration
Interviews will be held for those
students interested in summer employment
opportunities in civil engineering.

11 Rainbow Lobby
11 Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Maryland,

Provider Inquiry Department
11 Campus Concepts, Information session has

been scheduled from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. to discuss summer and part-time
employment. Open to all Students. 

12 Business Land
12 Campus Concepts
13 William Kent International
24 New York City Public Schools, An

information session has been scheduled
from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. to discuss
teaching opportunities in New York City.
Teaching Certification is not required.
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INTERVIEW

John Waters and 'Cry-Baby'
Plus the Conclusion to the Review

INTERVIEW, from 15
Scissorhands" with Ryder and
directed by Tim Burton of
"Batman."

Waters expresses a certain
amount of glee at the repercus-
sions of the glamorous fame
Depp now enjoys. "John told me
that while we were shooting the
movie," Depp recalls, "that he
wanted me to be so famous that
I couldn't leave my house."

'Celebrity sewage,'
Waters says. 'It's
obviously a trend.'

"They tried to buy the sewage
from his trailer," says Waters,
and his eyes briefly light up. "I
thought that was weird. But it's
obviously a trend. Celebrity
sewage."

There 's an idea that Waters can
really sink his teeth into. Is it
possible that Waters will come
down from "Cry-Baby" high,
and use his considerable filmmak-
ing talents to once again sink to
previous form? Are there any
more "movies from hell" in the
future of a man who has an elec-
tric chair in the front hallway of
his house?
"I think people interest me

who can change a negative im-
age," he says, "People who did
horrible things that now don't.
And I believe that those people
can maybe get better."

With "Cry-Baby," Waters and
Depp have images they are try-
ing to shed like old skins. It only
remains to be seen whether the
moviegoing public are willing to
take them up on it.

RECORDS

Burton and Metheny
'Polished' but Vital
by Mike Greenfield

Gary Burton—"Reunion"
(GRP)
A reunion? What are two

young guys like Gary Burton and
Pat Metheny doing having a reu-
nion already? They're still both
young; a reunion conjures
thoughts of old people sitting
back and reminiscing about their
golden years. Accordingly, Bur-
ton's new album, "Reunion," is
not a look at the past; it's new,
sharply creative music that melds
Burton's critically acclaimed
work with Metheny's South
American-inspired fusion.
Metheny began his career

under Burton's influence—he was
familiar with Burton's tunes and
asked to sit in at the Wichita Jazz

Gary Burton

Festival. Burton agreed, and after
"the scariest twenty-five minutes
of [Metheny's1 life," their affilia-
tion had begun. In 1974 Metheny
joined Burton's quintet on a full-
time basis, and left in 1977 after
three years of fruitful work to

REVIEW
REVIEW, from 15

much attention.
But creating an ensemble piece

is a little difficult with Depp.
since he dominates "Cry-Baby"
each time he's on screen. As a
dancer and a lip-syncher Depp
acquits himself nicely, especial-
ly during the jailhouse rock-type
number "Doin' Time For Bein'
Young." But Depp's face—which
looks like he had liposuction on
his cheekbones—is absolutely
compelling. He plays the part
straight, as all the actors do, and
the material is so dramatically
stale that it reemerges as comical-
ly fresh.
Waters has assembled another

unique and eclectic task this time
around, including also-rans Joey
Heatherton and Iggy Pop, a
hilarious cameo by Willem
Dafoe, and comic turns by Lords
and '70s trivia tidbit Patricia
Hearst. Lords in particular makes
an impression: she looks like a
deranged Debbie Gibson.

Waters has faithfully reproduc-
ed the films of the period, but
should he really be proud? They

Some of the pleasantly degenerated sorts in John Waters' Cry-Baby.' From left, Kim McGuire, Darren
E. Burrows, Johnny Depp, Ricki Lake, and Traci Lords

were mostly garbage. Waters has
done a good job at a bad
thing—imagine someone remaking
"Pretty in Pink" in thirty years.
But those films were taken
seriously then. Now they are
painfully funny, as is "Cry-
Baby," at least to anyone beyond
adolescence.
But the Waters weirdness is

never far from the surface. The
'50s films that he salutes in "Cry-
Baby" didn't have a massive
french-kissing sequence involving
three generations of actors. And
sure, the leader of the gang might

have had a tattoo or two, but Cry- We're not in Kansas anyniore:
Baby has a mammoth electric Welcome to Baltimore.
chair branded across his chest.

CRY-BABY
Written and Directed by John Waters
Produced by Rachel Talalay
Executive Produced by Jim Abrahams and Brian Grazer
Edited by Janice Hampton
Director of Photogrpahy David Insley
Production Designed by Vincent Peranio
Music by Patrick Williams

form his own group.
The "Reunion" session was

inspired by a gig at the 1988
Montreal Jazz Festival. Metheny
was the "festival host," and the
participants (including Burton)
were asked to perform a few
tunes with him. Their joint per-
formance went so well that they
decided to record together,
resulting in this album.

It's not possible to emphasize
enough how skilled Burton and
Metheny are at improvisation.
Burton's dazzling soloing
enhances all his albums (especial-
ly his earlier works with Chick
Corea), and Metheny is almost as
skilled an improvisor, and a fine
composer to boot. Metheny's

broad stylistic range, evident on
dozens of albums, is surpassed
only by the demand for his play-
ing today (by artists ranging from
Michael Brecker to Steve Reich).
The other players in the group

have their own lists of creden-
tials. Pianist Mitchel Forman is
a known accompanist; bassist
Will Lee has a regular gig with
the David Letterman show band.
The drummer, Peter Erskine, is
a Weather Report alumnus and
very experienced with fusion.
"Reunion" presents a pleasing

variety of compositions and im-
provisations that express both the
virtuosity of its players and the
fresh sounds from its composers.
The . album opens with
Jr.

"Autumn," a piece by Polo Or-
ti of the Canary Islands. This
half-time feel piece shows just
how tight this group is—some of
their stylistic points and dynamic
changes are remarkable. The
sound is impressive as well—
Burton's vibraphone sounds like
melodic drops falling into water.
Perhaps the best selection is

"The Chief," a fast Metheny
piece based on a rhythmic
groove, which helps support
Metheny's and Burton's flowing
solos. Unlike Metheny's recent
works, this older jazz composi-
tion seems to lift the listener up
into the air and whisk him
through the tune until, gently, it
lowers him down on the fade out.

Only a few aspects of this
album warrant serious criticism.
With two players as melodious as
Burton and Metheny, one would
expect a plethora of intertwining
countermelodies, using the guitar
and vibrophone to create a rich
melodic sheet. Instead, almost all
of the melodies are simple
unison. The two play well
together, but more variation
would certainly have added to the
album; unisons can be nice, but
they wear thin quickly.
Another complaint lies in the

production. Although the quali-
ty of the performances here is
clear, the executive producer of
the album, Dave Grusin, prefers

See BURTON, 18
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Midnight Oil, Naked
City, and Heretix
In That Order

RECORDS, from 15
connect the Aborigine's plight
with that of the Native
Americans; to hit the new aud-
ience where they
lived. It must have seemed like
a good idea to the Australian
group. The United States has
always been known for its
Cowboys and Indians. But judg-
ing from some of the reactions,
it wasn't clear that the audience
understood the connection:
"Beds Are Burning"? Yeah,
that's the song about, you know,
hot sex.

It comes as no surprise, then,
that "Blue Sky Mining," which
takes the environment as its
primary concern, is somewhat
less than cheery. Like the Clash,
Midnight Oil is a highly political
band. Unlike Strummer and
Jones, Oil songwriters Peter Gif-
ford, Rob Hirst, and Jim Moignie
avoid using sarcasm and satire,
preferring to address issues from
a personal or historic perspec-
tives. The title song, "Blue Sky
Mine," is perhaps the clearest ex-
ample of both these approaches.
The song addresses the dangerous
working conditions of Australian
asbestos workers and the sub-
sistence wages they were forced
to accept without legal recourse:
"And if I work all day in the blue
sky mine/there'll be food on the
table tonight."

Musically, the Oils' attention to
melody has a way of counter-
balancing even their most strident
lyrics. (It's not so much a matter
of candy coating the message as
simply capturing the ear long
enough to let the message sink in
on its own.) The songs here are
forthright in their anger, but more
intent on persuading listeners than
browbeating them. Moiginie and
Hirst, who write most of the
band's music, offer some of their
best work yet in "Shakers and
Movers," "The Stars of Warbur-
ton," and "Blue Sky Mine." For
a band so well known for their
aggressive rhythmic attack and
quick changes, the songs here are

surprisingly restrained and subtly
arranged. There are some odd
juxtapositions at work. The rip-
ping harmonica that opens the ti-
tle song, for example, takes the
role of the lead instrument,
receiving harmonizing support
from both the guitars and the
keyboards. Co-producer Warne
Livesy does an admirably
understated job throughout the
record. The dub-inspired
craziness of the Oils' fourth
album "10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,"
is long gone. But "Blue Sky Min-
ing" is, in many ways, more cun-
ningly put together.

Detractors will say that Mid-
night Oil has lost their bite, that
the success of the previous record
has led them to produce more of
the same. They should listen a lit-
tle harder. To say "Blue Sky
Mining" "smells of the fishwrap
of enterprise," as one critic has
done, is something like saying
Joyce's "Ulysses" stinks of pulp
fiction.

—Mark W. Stewart

Naked City—Naked City
(Elektra/Musician)
The mordant sound of the

future, a future bastardized by its
own conspiratorial static and
white noise, has just been cap-
tured in its purest form on "Nak-
ed City," the first album by a
band of the same name. For
twenty-six songs spanning fifty-
five minutes and fourteen
seconds, we are thrown into a en-
tropic world where Ennio Mor-
ricone's "The Silicon Clan" and
Henry Mancini's "A Shot in the
Dark" shimmer, then shatter,
alongside the shrieking twenty
seconds of "Igneous Ejacula-
tion." A world where a man
named John Zorn, born with an
alto saxophone protruding from
his anus (listen to his tone—you'll
understand) can find understand-
ing, even friendship, amidst
fellow lepers Bill Frisell
("guitar"), Wayne Horvitz
(keyboards), Fred Frith (bass),
and Joey Baron (skulls as drums).

John Zorn (above) of Naked City; at right, Midnight Oil's lead singer,
Peter Garrett

And, lest we forget, the in-
imitable Yamatsuka Eye, whose
Grendelian cries on "Ujaku" and
"Demon Sanctuary" could fry a
Smurf at twenty—no, fifty—
paces.
On this graceless, mostly in-

strumental album, Zorn and com-
pany mix musical metaphors with
orgiastic abandon. Here
psychadelic surf meets hardcore
thrash meets Monk-inspired jazz
meets Road Runner violence
meets Gumby sperm meets some
more drippy, trippy jazz. No
wonder this band (touting
.themselves as "The Japanese-
U.S.-U.K. Hard Core Triangle")
call Sonic Youth acned poseurs.
Strange how on "Naked City"

we find moments of stirring beau-
ty, as on "I Want To Live," or
the haunting theme from Roman
Polanski's film "Chinatown."
Strange, because just as easily,
Naked City change their minds
and become shrewish, petulant
speed freaks. If he were alive, the
besotted Jackson Pollock would
paint with the frantic "Snag-
glepuss" blaring in his studio,
while the wonderfully titled
"Saigon Pickup" wavers bet-
ween rock sodomy and catholic
blues. The few survivors of Nak-
ed City's live shows report that
their cover of "The James Bond
Theme" has a strange redemptive
power similar to the waters at
Lourdes. This reviewer can only
report that in its recorded format,

RECORDS

Burton and Metheny
BURTON, from 17

a technically precise
production—call it "super-
slick"—that lacks aesthetic ap-
peal. It didn't sound like Grusin
was too involved with the pro-
cess, but even hundreds of miles
might not be enough to prevent
contamination from his
fingertips.

One suggestion: do not buy this
recording on cassette if you plan
to listen on anything larger than
a Walkman. Despite digital
mastering and mixing, it is
recorded on low quality tape us-
ing noise reduction junk, with the
result that the cassette is nearly
unlistenable with a tape player of
any quality.

Overall, Gary Burton and Pat
Metheny have had a good "Reu-
nion." The production is yuppie-
ish, but the performance is very
enjoyable. Maybe Dave Grusin
will keep his syrupy hands off the
next collaboration; I'm sure
everyone involved would enjoy
the aesthetic freedom.

volume turned to ten, squealing
sax leap-frogging over guitar that
goes boingboing, the song has
like effect.
Did I mention that the cover

and inner sleeves are really cool,
too?

—John H. Park

Heretix—Gods and Gangsters
(Island)
The same thought kept occur-

ring over and over as this album
played: C 'mon, guys, you're not
trying! Heretix's first EP,

"A.D.," was re-released this
year by Island Records, and sug-
gested good or even great work
to come. But with "Gods and
Gangsters," the band seems to
have taken a step backwards and
several sideways. There are
flashes of ability on this album—I
rather liked a song called "My
Head"—but the word that sums
it all up is, sadly enough,
derivative. It's not that Heretix
sounds like they're aping some
particular group or style; rather,
they sound like eve?yone, or no

one. The performances are en-
tirely competent—but there's not
a drop of originality here. There's
just nothing distinguishing about
this record. It's the sort of
material during which you turn
down the volume on the car radio
so you can talk to your fellow
passengers. "Gods and
Gangsters" is a true disappoint-
ment; it's sure to give Heretix the
anonymity they so richly deserve.

—Christopher Bonanos

From Warped Minds . . .by Cristian Tampe
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Researchers and health care workers
discuss the AIDS epidemic
Johns Hopkins Medical Institu-

tion's dual role as a superior
research facility and as an inner-
city health care provider have
combined to make it a leader in
the investigation, prevention, and
treatment of AIDS. This week, in
the first of what may be a series
of annual conferences, Hopkins
showed off. Scientists, physi-
cians, nurses, and the press got
a summary of nearly everything
known about AIDS from
distinguished experts, about half
of whom were from Hopkins.
The first symposium, "Aspects

of Clinical Care," addressed
treatment of the two classes of
AIDS patients: those ill with op-
portunistic infections, and those
who haven't gotten sick yet.
Henry Masur, chief of critical
care medicine at the National In-
stitutes of Health, outlined
general practices in caring for
AIDS patients. Later, conven-
tioneers broke into workshops to

Wellcome, which sells
zidovudine under the trade name
Retrovir, is originating a new
discipline phar-
macoepidemiology. Hugh Tilson,
a pharmacoepidemiologist for
Burroughs Wellcome, told the
physicians present that they
should fill out the questionnaires
they receive about their AIDS pa-
tients' health. Only half of one
mailing was returned. FDA re-
quires that physicians prescribing
drugs through shortcut pro-
cedures report adverse effects to
the drug company. Unfortunate-
ly, since AIDS is not yet fully
understrod, physicians have trou-
ble separating symptoms of the
disease from side effects of the
drug.
The only drug known to slow

down the progress of AIDS,
zidovudine (formerly known as
azidothymidine or AZT), is one
of a group of compounds called
nucleoside analogs. David

CD4 is also expensive.
SmithKline Beecham has been
developing it, but has recently
given up due to cost.
Gerald Friedland of the Albert

Einstein College of Medicine ex -
plained that treating asymp-
tomatic patients required a light
touch, balancing the prophylac-
tic effects of AZT with its tenden-
cy to cause anemia. Carefully
controlled amounts of AZT ap-
pear to suppress HIV in some pa-
tients when taken early. Neil
Graham of the School of Public
Health showed epidemiological
evidence for this highly con-
troversial observation. Since
mid-1987, the rate of progression
to AIDS among gay men has
slowed. Although there are
several theories why, one being
that the incubation period is
longer than has been thought,
Graham thinks the change is at
least partly due to the treatments
zidovudine and pentamidine,

H 0 P K e I „ N

APR
discuss the individual infections
which plague people with AIDS,
including pneumonia, tuber-
culosis, diseases of the nervous
system, and eye problems.
AIDS patients are frequently

infected with cytomegalovirus,
which inflames the retina and
causes blindness. Alan Palestine,
who holds positions in the Na-
tional Eye Institute, Georgetown
University, and Hopkins' Wilmer
Eye Institute, has shown that the
drug Foscarnet can slow down
the destruction. Foscarnet inhibits
an enzyme used by both HIV- I
and cytomegalovirus and pro-
duces minor and reversible side
effects.

Research is continuing on new
therapies for AIDS. It has
become a coordinated effort of
drug companies, the Food and
Drug Administration, univer-
sities, and the National Institutes
of Health. Bruce Burlington,
deputy director of the Office of
Drug Evaluation ll at the FDA,
explained the complex system of
drug approval and the new short-
cuts to speed up general distribu-
tion of life-saving drugs.

Since patients are less careful-
ly monitored when they are not
part of a controlled clinical trial,
drug companies are working on
other ways to measure a drug's
effectiveness. Burroughs

Kornhouser of Hopkins discuss-
ed the potential of perhaps a thou-
sand other nucleoside analogs to
fight AIDS. Some are already in
clinical trials. Each of the
nucleoside analogs has different
toxicities and benefits. The rising
philosophy is to use combinations
of nucleoside analogs to get
greater benefits and lessen the
damage from any one side effect.
Charles Flexner, also of

Hopkins, started his lecture with
a slide of the contents of a typical
AIDS patient's medicine chest--
full of vitamins, herbs, and fad
remedies like Compound Q. He
discussed potential therapies
which were safer and more effec-
tive. A surface protein on HIV
called gp120 attaches to a surface
protein on helper T cells called
CD4. This attachment is the first
step of infection. CD4 has been
synthesized using recombinant
DNA technology, and injected in-
to the AIDS patients. CD4 plugs
up gp120, so when the virus en-
counters a helper T cell, it can't
infect it. This treatment is safe,
but patients taking it have not im-
proved much.
The basic CD4 molecule has

been linked with several types of
poison. Since HIV-infected cells
grow gp120 on their surface, the
CD4-poison kills then and no
other cells. While promising,
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which were first widely used in
1987.
Gay men have done much

within their own community to
stop AIDS. According to John L.
Martin of Columbia University,
gay men have adopted safer sex
practices. In 1981, gay men in
New York averaged 25 partners
and only one percent of them us-
ed condoms for anal sex. In 1987,
they had about five partners and
78 percent used condoms. The
number of celibate and
monogamous homosexuals has
increased.
An audience laden with nurses

and nursing students listened to
David Henderson analyze health
care workers chances of contrac-
ting HIV. Henderson, associate
director of the Warren
G.Magnuson Clinical Center at
the National Institutes of Health,
blamed the press for overstating
the risk. Fourteen studies of
health-care workers are in pro-
gress; the 1,962 participants were
tested at the start and have suf-
fered 2,008 exposures such as
needle sticks and splashes of
blood. All together, six have
tested positive Ibr HIV. The risk
to health care workers of infec-
tion with hepatitis B ranges from
27 to 43 percent.
Written by Sha- ryn Horowitz
Reported by Manish kalaria

A model of the Hubble Space Telescope

Space telescope to be launched next
week; scientists can't wait
by Christopher Bonanos

Since Galileo pointed his first
telescope skyward in 1609,
astronomers have wanted larger
and more powerful devices to
search the heavens. Their motiva-
tion, however, is not simply one
of observational curiosity. Since
light travels from celestial bodies
at a fixed speed, looking deeper
into outer space effectively allows
scientists to look backwards into
time. Observations of further—
and therefore older—objects will
help physicists to learn more
about the structure of the universe
and its beginnings.
When the Hubble Space

Telescope (HST) is lifted into or-
bit on April 10, it will allow
astronomers to see further and
much more clearly than ever
before. Earthbound telescopes
must contend not only with ob-
vious problems like clouds and at-
mospheric haze but also increas-
ing le,v4s, light pollution," or
diffused light from urban areas,
Which obscures faint celestial ob-
jects. Since the HST rides above
the atmosphere, it will give
astronomers an almost perfectly
clear, undistorted picture.

Statistics about the HST are full
of superlatives: the instrument
can "resolve," or make a distinc-
tion between, two objects
separated by only .1 second of
arc (.000027 degrees of the night
sky), ten times the resolution of
the largest earthbound telescope.
The HST is also equipped with

detectors that allow it to observe
radiations outside the visible light
portion of the spectrum.
Ultraviolet and infrared

astronomy often turn up other-
wise undetectable phenomena.
While the HST's range is not

much greater than that of the most
powerful earth-based telescopes,
its ability to see detail will be
unparalleled.

After an initial testing period of
several months, the HST will be
working on a few key projects.
The currently accepted theory of
cosmology holds that the universe
began from a "Big Bang," when
all matter exploded from a cen-
tral location. Since the Big Bang,
galaxies (and in fact all celestial
matter) have been racing away
from each other at a decreasing
rate.
The equations that govern this

movement are based on a number
called the Hubble constant. This
constant relates the rate at which
galaxies are flying apart to their
distance from each other. If
scientists want to compute the age
of the universe—an important
part of understanding the most
basic questions of physics-.Q
method of finding this constant is
crucial. Observations made with
the HST will allow astronomers
to compute the Hubble constant
with far more accuracy than ever
be fore .
Another HST project involves

a "medium deep-space survey,"
in which the telescope will be
pointed at a random, un-
distinguished area of sky. Often,
a "blank" area turns up new ob-
jects or phenomena for the first
time. A number of astronomical
discoveries have been made us-
ing just this technique; the HST's
greater observational power
makes it that much more able to

identify new findings.
The HST will be used for

planetary astronomy as well.
Confirmation of some of the ideas
formulated after the Voyager
missions to the outer planets in
the early 1980s can only come
from further observation. The
weather and the number of
satellites and rings of the outer
planets will come under close and
long-term scrutiny. Observations
of nearby stars will also allow
scientists to look for other
planetary systems, which will in
turn help the search for extrater-
restrial life.
But the most crucial of all the

HST's work will involve deep-
space observation. The instru-
ment's unmatched power and
range will allow astronomers to
see back to the oldest stars yet en-
countered, and will therefore help
scientists develop new ideas about
the Big Bang itself.

Especially important are obser-
vations of black holes--areas of
matter so dense that even light
cannot escape from their gravita-
tional pulls. Although a black
hole cannot be seen, a black hole
near a star will theoretically
create a vortex of matter as it
pulls in atmospheric material
from that star. The HST is
powerful enough that
astronomers may be able to see
a black hole's activity for the first
time. In fact, the first object the
HST will focus upon will be
M87—a nearby galaxy which is
believed to have a black hole at
its center.

Why is ozone considered a pollutant?

Ozone occurs naturally in low levels. Compounds of nitrogen and oxygen break
down and form reactive oxygen atoms, as do lightning and other electric sparks.
These oxygen atoms react with molecular oxygen (two oxygens, the kind we
breathe) to form ozone (three oxygens). Ultraviolet light splits ozone back into
molecular oxygen and an oxygen atom.
Since ultraviolet light destroys DNA, ozone is a critical protective layer in our

atmosphere. But independently of that helpful feature, ozone is a toxin.
Air pollution leads to ozone build-up, which makes the air unsafe to breathe

Ozone is a factor in the Air Quality Index. Photochemical smog develops when
the natural low levels of ozone near the ground get struck by ultraviolet light and
form reactive oxygen atoms. These attack water molecules making reactive hydroxyl
molecules, which oxidize hydrocarbons in the air. Hydrocarbons come from several
sources, including automobile exhaust. The oxidized hydrocarbons react with
nitrogen and oxygen compounds, eventually making more ozone.

BIKE & TRIKE SHOPS
YOUR IN-TOWN BICYCLE SPECIALISTS

• Schwinn
• Raleigh
• G.T.
• Dyno

• Adult and Children's Bicycles
• Repairs, Parts & Accessories

• Exercise Equipment

WAVERLY
3042 Greimmount Avo

235-6355

MT. CLARE
JUNCTION
1209W Pratt St

332-0848

FELLS POINT
225 S Broadway

675-2102 ,

Get into the school
of your choice ...
Prepare for the admissions exam you're

facing -- be it LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT,
or others — with the best test prep company,
Stanley H. Kaplan.

For 51 years. Kaplan's test-taking techniques
have prepared over 1.5 million students, boost-
ing their scoring power and test confidence.
Why go to just any school, when you can go

to the one you want?

ick.STANLEY H. KAPLAN
ai Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Call us . . days, evenings or weekends.

Between Roland Ave & (-44
243-1456

121 baaliriore Mt) 21218
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Sports

Lacrosse suffers third in row
Aims to end worst losing streak since '71
by Josh Orenstein

Has Blue Jay lacrosse fallen

from the elite?
The events of the last three

games may encourage a resoun-

ding yes. Three frustrating losses

in three consecutive weeks have

caused more than a little

criticism. Rutgers, Syracuse, and
Virginia are certainly talented

teams, but should each be able to

handle the Blue Jays
convincingly?

Last week in Charlottesville,

the Blue Jays started slowly,

showed signs of life towards the

end of the first half, and then died

20 seconds into the second. In the

end, it was a 12-7 defeat, caus-

ing the Blue Jays their first three-

game losing streak since 1971.

The following day, the Blue Jays

were left off the Baltimore Sun
sportswriters' top ten poll and

dropped to 1 1 th in the USILA

coaches' poll.
Virginia opened a 3-0 first

quarter lead, largely on the

strength of freshman attackman
Kevin Pehlke's play. Hopkins
closed the gap to one on goals by
midfielder Seth Tierney and at-
tackman Mike Morrissey. The

teams traded goals for the half's
remainder, for a 5-4 Virginia lead
at the break. But the Jays ap-
peared to be gaining control of
the game, and the outlook ap-
peared promising.
Hopkins won the second half's

opening faceoff, but a failed clear
gave Pehlke a shot on an empty
Blue Jay net. Pehlke scored, and
the Cavaliers never looked back.
Virginia won nine of the game's
last ten faceoffs, and outscored
Hopkins 7-3 in the half. Hopkins
was repeatedly outhustled and
outsmarted. The result was a five-
goal Virginia victory.
But the Jays' defeat began

before the game even started.
"We had some distractions

toward the end of the week that
really hurt the team," said Coach

Don Zimmerman. "We suffered
a kind of loss of focus and
couldn't play well against
Virginia."

Scott Marr had left the team.
Adam Wright, Greg Kelly, and
Keith Gertsen had missed the
team bus and had been suspend-

ed for the game. Jeff Wills had
arrived late for the bus and had
not been permitted to start the
game.

Hopkins Lacrosse:

The First Five Weeks, 1989 vs. 1990

Game 

1

2

3

4

5

1989 Result

Hopkins 14, Syracuse 13

Hopkins 12, Wash. Coll. 1

Hopkins 10, Rutgers 6

Hopkins 11, Princeton 5

Hopkins 12, Virginia 3

1989 

Record: 5-0

USILA Ranking: 1

Sun Ranking: 1

Outscored Opponents: 59-28

1990 Result

Hopkins 20, Princeton 8

Hopkins 17, Wash. Coll. 11

Rutgers 14, Hopkins 10

Syracuse 18, Hopkins 10

Virginia 12, Hopkins 7

1990

2-3

11

unranked

64-63

Virginia freshman Kevin Pehlke (Calvert Hall) caused problems for Brian Voelker
Hopkins defense. Pehlke finished with four goals in the Cavaliers' 12-7 victory.

"Virginia is a good team. To
play there and win, you must be
at full strength, and we weren't."
said Zimmerman. "I'd love to
have been at full strength, but
there's rules that must be adhered
to.
"One thing that we've had pro-

blems with is discipline. We've
drifted offsides more times than
I can ever remember us doing.
We've made mental errors, and
to me that's lack of discipline.
"We're a young team that

needs to find its identity. When
that happens, and I believe it is
beginning to, we will be in the
position to win lacrosse games.
"There is .no.qur in my

mind that we are one of the top
ten teams in the nation, but to be
recognized as such to outsiders,
we have to prove it to them and
to ourselves. We have to appeal
to our pride."

Baseball wins 11-1
Zehring named UAA MVP

Hopkins' ironnian catcher Pete Kwiterovich.

by Greg Bronshvag

The Blue Jays halted their two-
game losing streak by trouncing
Gettysburg College 11-1 on the
road last Thursday. Scott Taran-
tino had a no-hitter through seven
innings, but gave up two singles
in going the distance. The win put
the team's record at 14-5.

Tarantino was dominating as he
struck out 10 batters and allow-
ed only a bunt single and a bad
hop single.
According to Coach Babb, this

iterger

was the best game he ever
pitched."
Leading the way for the Jays at

the plate were seniors Jim Tim-
merman and Chris D
Timmerman went 2-for-3 with
three RBI's, including the game
winner, while D'Auria was
2-for-3 with two RBI's.
The Jays continued to run the

bases well, stealing four bases in
the game. The combination of
timely hits and runners in scor-
ing position produced for the
team.

Saturday's scheduled double-
header at Widener was postpon-
ed due to rain and will be made
up later. So, after playing 13
games in eight days, the team has
anveek to rest up between games.

Yesterday, the Jays were
scheduled to travel to Dickinson
for another tough match-up. They
return home for the Spring Fair
weekend with double-headers on
both Saturday and Sunday. Satur-
day's double-header with Ursinus
starts at noon; Sunday's against
Widener starts at 1 p.m.
Senior centerfielder Michael

Zehring was named MVP of the
1990 UAA baseball champion-
ships. At the plate, Zehring was
11-for-16 for a tournament-
leading .688 batting average. On
the basepaths, he stole nine bases
for another tournament high.
Zehring is joinLa on the first

team by sophomore first baseman
Marzio Trotta, who went
11-for-19 (.578) and drove in a
tournament-high nine runs.
Senior second baseman Andy
Bernstein is a repeat member of
the All-UAA team as he hit .526
(l0-for-l9) and handled 27 of 28
chances in the field. Junior cat-
cher Pete Kwiterovich had six
hits and seven RBI's and
sophomore right hander Jeff Fang
made his second appearance on
the All-UAA first team by throw-
ing a complete game with no
earned runs.
D'Auria was named to the se-

cond team. After a slow start in
his first two games, D'Auria went
6-for-12 in his last three to raise
his tournament average to .353.

Zimmerman has made changes
in his lineup, which he believes
will improve the teamwork im-
mediately. Juniors Brian Voelker
and Billy Dwan, formerly
together on the defensive mid-
field, have been reunited on close
defense, as Voelker has been
shifted to the crease. Dave
Howland, who has seen limited
playing time since returning from
a knee injury that forced him to
miss last season, has taken
Voelker's long-stick midfield
role.
And Scott Marr has rejoined

the team.
"Last week, I confronted Scott

because I questioned his at-
titude," said Zimmerman. "Dur-
ing our meeting, the heat was
turned up, and it got to the point
where I felt I had to ask him to
leave the team. It was very emo-
tional. After the weekend, I got

Bill Berger
(6) and the rest of the

Men's Lacrosse
Scoring Totals

(after 5 games)

Gls. Asts. Pts.
Matt Panetta 8 8 16
Jeff Wills 7 6 13
John Sheehan 6 6 12
Jay Clarke 9 1 10
Scott Marr 2 8 10
Seth Tierney 7 3 10
Adam Wright 7 1 8
Mike Morrissey 4 2 6
Brian Lukacz 4 1 5
Greg Kelly 3 1 4
Brian Kelly 1 2 3
Charlie Speno 3 0 3
Brian Voelker— 0 1 1
David Townsend 1 0 1
Tom Sullivan 1 0 1
James DeTommaso 1 0 1
TOTALS 64 40 104

feedback from the coaches and
the team, and I felt that I should
give Scott a chance to com-
municate. After we spoke, I felt
he should come back on the
team."
Now, Zimmerman sees a

revitalized team, ready to play to
its ability."
The Jays get the opportunity

tomorrow, when the fifth-ranked
North Carolina Tar Heels visit
Homewood. Carolina (6-2)
boasts a strong midfield and one
of the sport's premier attackmen,
Dennis Goldstein. Goldstein has
scored 18 goals and 15 assists in
eight games. The Tar Heels are
a solid team throughout, and have
fallen only at Syracuse and
Loyola. Last Saturday, the Tar
Heels topped Maryland, 12-7, in
Chapel Hill.
"I think right now we're back

at full strength," said Zimmer-
man. "We've got a good attitude,
and we're geared to playing our
best game against North
Carolina."

USILA

Coaches' Top Fifteen
Pts.

1 Syracuse 180

2 Yale 162

3 Brown 150

4 Loyola 142

5 N. Carolina 130

6 Towson St. 104

7 Virginia 103

8 Rutgers 93

9 Harvard 85

10 Princeton 67

11 HOPKINS 60

12 Navy 57

13 Maryland 42

14 Cornell 27

15 UMass 22

Women rout two
Lacrosse wins 18-4, 15-3
by Chris VandeKieft

Rain postponed the Jays' mat-
chup with MAC opponent Haver-
ford College last Friday, but on
Tuesday the squad did make it to
Pennsylvania to face 0-2 Dickin-
son College in Hopkins' first
MAC West Division game. The
Jays made the trip worthwhile.
A muddy field and a week

without game play initially
hampered the Jays,but only brief-
ly. "I guess we started out look-
ing slow," senior co-captain Pat-
ty Lagator said, "but towards the
end our attack looked strong."
Coach Anderson agreed. "We
just needed to play . . . We were
a little bit rusty when we started,
but once we got going we were
much better."
The Jays' offense connected on

18 of their 36 shots in the 50
minute match, and with scores
from 8 players the squad con-
tinued its balanced play.

Junior home (attack) Kara Tip-
ton and junior attack wing Cathy
Moskal both recorded first-half
hat tricks to guide the Jays to a
9-0 halftime lead. Junior defense
wing (midfield) Jen Chun added
two goals, while Lagator con-
tributed a goal and three assists.

Junior center Kathy Herring
orchestrated the Jays' second half
attack with four goals, and with
scores from sophomore home
Jessica Tropp (2), junior Court-
ney DeVries (1) and another from
Tipton, the Jays duplicated their
first half production to triumph
18-4.

The Jay-s' defense contained

lowest goal total thus far, and the
unit's effective marking pleased
coach Anderson. Junior
goaltender Kristin Cole registered
14 saves, and junior defender
Dawn Nee contributed a goal, her
third this spring, to augment the
Jays' attack.
The Jays' performance sur-

passed their last effort against
Widener. In that game, a 15-7
home victory, "We didn't play
the game we know how to play,"
said Frame, but at Dickinson
"our skills looked a lot better."

Dickinson, with many players
returned from last spring, did not
field a poor team. "They had a
lot of speed . . . they had a good
midfield," said Lagator. But
Frame noted "their goalie seem-
ed very inexperienced." Coach
Anderson agreed, and added that
"their players sort of got
frustrated in the second half," by
the Jays' offensive success.
The Jays ran their record to

3-1, and sought victory four

yesterday at home against MAC

See WOMEN'S LAX, 21

Bill Berger

Julie Siegrist races out of traffic in the Jays' victory over Gettysburg.
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Alfi scores game winner as
hockey downs Bucknell, 4-3, to
advance to Mason Dixon final

by Jay Calkins

The Johns Hopkins Ice Hockey
team advanced to the champion-
ship round of the Mason Dixon
League playoffs Monday night
when they engineered a stunning
4-3 upset of Bucknell. The Jays
will meet archrival Georgetown
in order to determine the league's
champion.

Defense dominated the early
action as the teams were knotted
in a scoreless tie at the end of the
first period. Junior goaltender
Dave Bowyer recorded 9 saves in
the period, and was helped by
fine play from the defensive
quintet of Holmes, Schied, Box-
enbaum, Holien, and Hampton.

In the second period the two of-
fenses started to click. It was
Hopkins who was able to draw
first blood in the contest, as Cap-
tain Mike Holmes opened the
scoring. While killing a penalty,
Jack Calkins was able to intercept
a Bucknell clearing pass. He
maneuvered inside the opposing
blue line but was instantly check-
ed by a Bucknell forward which
forced a passing attempt. A well-
positioned Pierre DeMatos pick-
ed up the loose puck and fired at
the goal, but while the attempt
was blocked, the Bison goalie
was unable to secure a rebound.
Holmes, who had just returned to
the ice after serving a penalty,
dove at the free puck and was
able to get the score. Bucknell
came right back, however, as one
of their forwards moved around

the Hopkins goal and was able to
sneak a shot past Bowyer to even
the game at 1-1. Penalties
dominated the rest of the period
as both clubs committed viola-
tions, but with just five seconds
left in the period Hopkins look-
ed to capitalize on a power play
opportunity. Calkins was able to
get the draw off a face off in the
Bucknell zone back to the point.
Craig Hampton rifled a slap shot
at the Bucknell goal which hit the
goalie in the left shoulder and fell
back into the net to give Hopkins
a 2-1 lead after two periods.
The Jays were able to sustain

the momentum into the third
period, as Holmes recorded his
second goal of the night with a 15
foot wrist shot which ricocheted

off the left post and went into the
goal. DeMatos was credited with
an assist on the play which in-
creased the Blue Jay lead to 3-1.
"I was really expecting a hard
Bucknell drive to open the third
period," said Coach Steve Wirth,
"and when Holmsie scored on
the opening shift I thought we
were really in the driver's seat."

Unfortunately for Hopkins, the
momentum took a sharp turn in
the other direction. Bucknell
showed the heart which made
their team so successful (18-5)
during the regular season by
recording two quick goals enabl-
ing them to tie the score at 3-3.
"I was really dejected when they
tied the score," offered goalie
Bowyer. but 1 looked up and

saw all of our guys shouting 'keep
your heads up Hopkins, this game
isn't over,' and things like that,
and I just put my game face right
back on and was determined to
shut them out the rest of the
game." Bowyer did just that, but
Hopkins needed to kick its of-
fense into a higher level in order
to win. With two minutes remain-
ing they caught the break they
needed. After a missed shot,
Senior Vinny Alfi came through
with a needed rebound goal
which has come to be his
trademark, and put Hopkins in
the lead once more. The Jays
weathered a late Bucknell barrage
of shots, and managed to hold on
for the 4-3 victory.
"Our guys played their hearts

out," said Wirth. "We beat them
to the puck, we pressured their
breakout, and we wanted it more.
I was really proud to be a part of
the effort." Next up is
Georgetown, a team against
which the Jays have an 0-8 record
in the team's history, but Hopkins
is not intimidated. "We'd never
beaten Bucknell before either,"
explained Holmes, "but we pro-
ved what hard work and deter
ruination can do. If we get this
kind of effort against Georgetown
we'll beat them too."

Vinnie Alfi (19) scored the winning goal in the Blue Jays' 4-3 semifinal victory.

BIA Notes
by V. Bilik

Attention: as of next week, all
coverage of Hopkins men's
lacrosse will be in the BIA arti-
cle. Bus schedules for games will
also be posted.

In real news, the BIA competi-
tion is reaching an orgasmic pace
The grueling Foosball melee will
be held this Saturday. Don't
bother registering, Art
(235-6432) is still recovering
from that heartbreaking electoral
defeat and can't make signup
sheets, so just show up. Track
and field is scheduled for the
weekend of the 14th and 15th.
Bother Glenn at 235-6432 or just
keep your eye out for posters.
The intramural Gotcha Knads
tournament has been reschedul-
ed; call Betsy at 467-4718 for the
intimate details. Or, if you go for
non-contact athletics, Doubles
Tennis will be coming real soon.
Look for the damn posters or call
Tony at 889-1778 or Javed at
555-JAVED.
5-on-5 Basketball champion-

ships are this Monday, and as an
added bonus, Brent Musberger
has agreed to do the play-by-play
and will be receivin2 an honorary
degree (and $3.35 an hour) after
the festivities.
Jon "Yoo-Hoo" Garrick

went 0-30 in the DU/ATO soft-
ball game and didn't hit a ball out
of the infield. Jon's play proved
to be antithetical to the team ef-
fort, with BIA-leading DU
emerging victorious 18-3.

Somehow, though, Jon made a
stunning defensive play at short-

stop to stifle a big rally and
thereby claims the vaunted and
epiphinical Player of the Week
award. This week's sports jum-
ble: mstorcu.

Bill Berger

Rugby shuts out
first two foes
by Paul Kang

The Hopkins Rugby Club started
its spring season with two vic-
tories. On March 10, Frostburg
State tell 6-0, at Frostburg, and
on Saturday, the club defeated

American University, 16-0.
Hopkins dominated the

American squad from the start, as
speedster Tim Katsoulis took the
starting kickoff on his own 22 and
raced down the sideline untouch-
ed for a quick 4-0 lead. Todd Fat-
sullo made the kick-after to put
Hopkins up 6-0.
Ten minutes later, in a picture

perfect rugby play, the ball came
out of the scrum and was passed
down the back line to an open
Matt Shives, who leaped 10 yards
over a pile of American players
to score. The kick-after made it
12-0.
Hopkins came out strong in the

second half and scored five
minutes into the half Scott Haag
made a seldom seen and never
before successful behind-the-back
pass to Dion Stefanon, who
weaved his way through the
American defense and finally
lunged for the goal line, carrying
a majority of the AU team with
him. The only disappointing mo-
ment of the day came when Fat-
sullo missed the kick-after.
Down 16-0, American attemp-

ted to rally repeatedly, but
Hopkins' superior conditioning
and basic skills allowed them to
come away with the victory.
Hopkins will play again this

Saturday on Garland Field at 1
p.m. against cross-town rival
UMBC.

Crew hosts first
JHU Invitational
tomorrow
by Kim Thompson

Johns Hopkins crew will host
its first invitational regatta this
Saturday, April 7, at the Middle
Branch Water Resources Center.
Hopkins rowers will face athletes
from twelve other colleges and
universities including Bucknell,
Carnegie-Mellon, Duquesne,
George Mason, George
Washington, Goucher, La Salle,
Lafayette, Loyola, Pittsburgh,
Stockton State, and William and
Mary. The races start at 7:45
a.m. and final heats are schedul-
ed to begin around noon.
The boathouse, approximately

fifteen minutes from campus, can
be reached by following Howard
Street to Martin Luther King
Blvd. and then, from Rte. 95
North, taking the first (Hanover
St.) exit. Turn right off the exit
and right again at the second set
of lights.

This Saturday's Invitational ad-
mission and parking are free, and
there will be a refreshment stand
whose proceeds will go towards
the crew's traveling costs. Also,
the winner of the crew's
"Hundred-Dollar Raffle" will be
drawn. Tickets may be purchas-
ed from members of the crew for
one dollar any day this week
through raceday.

Enjoying their second season of
varsity status, crew looks toward
further victory in its second week
of competition. Last weekend, at
the Occoquan Regatta in Lorton,
Virginia, Hopkins' rowers kick-
ed out two first-place and one
second-place wins in the men's
and women's heavyweight varsity
and men's novice eight
•ategories, respectively.

The Hopkins crew invites all to
come out in support of its con-
tinued success.

Blue Jay Calendar

Men's Lacrosse Sat.

Baseball Sat.
Sun.
Tues.

Women's Lacrosse Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.

Men's Tennis Sat.
Tues.
Thurs.

Women's Tennis

Men's Track 

Women's Track

Clew

Ciolf

(April 6-14)

North Carolina 2:00 pm

Ursinus (D1-1)
York (DH)
at Catholic

at Swarthmore
Western Maryland
at Wash. Coll.

Haverford
Western Maryland
at Ursinus

12:00
1:00 pm
3:00 pm

11:00 am

3:30 pm
400 pm

1:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:00 pm

Mon. Catholic 3:00 pm
Thurs. Dickinson 3:00 pm

Sat.
Wed.

Sat.
Wed.

Sat.

Sat.
Tues.
'Thurs.

Men's Volleyball Tues.
Thurs.

at Messiah Invitational
UMBC & Towson St. 3:00 pm

at Messiah Invitational
UMBC & Towson St 3:00 pm

Johns Hopkins Invit. 9:00 am

at W. Maryland Invit.
Gettysburg
Delaware & Wesley

12:00
1:00 pm
100 pm

Loyola 7:00 pm
at UMBC 9:00 pm

Women's lax
wins two games
WOMEN'S LAX, from 20

West opponent Gettysburg
College.
True to form the Jays scored

early. as Chun capped a long dash
with her fourth goal of the
season, at 23:06. Two and a half
minutes later Lagator captured a
loose ball near the Gettysburg
cage and scored, followed by a
DeVi ies tally under similar cir-
umstances at 16:12. DeVries

finished with four goals.
For the next 15 minutes, the

Hopkins offense soared. With
deadeye shooting (11 of 19 for the
halt) and an overwhelming edge
in possession time, the Jays col-
lected eight goals to forge an 11-0
halftime edge.
"We're definitely getting more

selective on our shots," Lagator
said. "We're a little more patient..
If we take our time, we'll get a
goal."
The Hopkins backfield of Cole,

Siegrist, Nee and freshman Kel-
ly Carver continued their superb
play and recorded their second
shutout half of the spring. Carver
and defense wing Kathy
Sokolowski, Hopkins' two first-
year starters, "have really pull-
ed through," said Siegrist.
"The defense played really well

in the first half,— Lagator said.
"The minute a Gettysburg player
caught the ball they would check
them

In the second halt the Jays con
tinued to control the game_
though the wide margin drained
some intensity from their play.
Still. Hopkins' homes and
attack wings, especially Lagator,
consistently beat Getysburg
defenders With four goals and
three assists for the afternoon,
Lagator pushed her point total to
25 -1 ipton (1). Moskal (11, Her-
ring (2), and freshman home
Roxanne Tena (1) all contributed
scores as well.

Gettysburg shattered the Jays'
shutout bid 12 minutes into the
second half and notched two
more, hut not due to any defen-

sive lapse. The Jays four
second half scores made
the final 15 3.
Now at 4-1. Hopkins must face

an exceptionally rigorous week.
A Saturday away match with
Lynchburg and the Haverford
makeup on Sunday occupy the
Jays' weekend, and on Tuesday,
Western Maryland comes to
Homewood, eager to make
amends for last season's 13-8 loss
to the Jays in the MAC West title
game. Thursday, the Jays face
another MAC West opponent,
Washington College.

Men's tennis captain Ryu lwai in action at Homewood.
14111 herge.
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Senior Athlete Profiles:
Dan Sisbarro, Jennie O'Hara, and Brandon Rosser

In the first installment of Greg
Bronshvag's senior interviews,
Greg focuses on outstanding per-
formers in fall sports.

Dan Sisbarro is a four-year
letterman in soccer and will
graduate with a B.S. in
Biomedical Engineering.

Dan's initial experience was
like that of many other incoming
freshmen. "It was weird because
when I came here, I had no idea
of what to expect for Division III
soccer," says Dan. "I didn't
know how good it would be, if
I would make the team, if I would
make the Cooper run. However,
after a couple of weeks, I knew
the system and was more relax-
ed. It wasn't hard to adjust."

Along with the other seniors on
the team, Dan has the distinction
of going to the 1986 NCAA post-
season tournament. "The talent
on that team was better than I ex-
pected," he says. "It was ex-
citing to make the tournament,
but I didn't really appreciate it un-
til coming so close these past
three years.
"This past season was a great

accomplishment for the team. We
had a really good year when no
one expected it. We won our divi-
sion, the southeast MAC, for the
third time in four years. That's a
first and something to be proud
of.
"Coach Tierney's leaving [to

become head lacrosse coach at
Princeton] was shocking. He in-
terrupted the direction the team
was headed in. We had to adjust
to Coach Haus and he had to
make adjustments himself. He
was awkward at first, but it work-
ed out in the end. Coach Butler
was a big plus this year. He add-
ed a lot to the team and should do
even more next year.

"Next year, they're not losing
much; people will step in. Peo-
ple were saying that this past
season, after losing so many
seniors, we'd be in trouble. The
truth is we had good players who
never had gotten a chance to start.
There are enough guys to step in
for next season. They'll have a
big year if they keep their heads.
"The team has been given

more and more from the athletic
department each year. Progress
is being made with the amount of
respect the team is getting, but it
shouldn't stop. There are still
more things to be rectified. For
example, traveling with 30 peo-
ple in two vans. Also, the lower
field is pathetic and that doesn't
just relate to soccer. It relates to
the other teams that also use it.
They say each year that they're
going to fix it up, but it's still
terrible.
"I like the turf. The only thing

that would beat it would be a real-
ly nice grass field, and in four
years, we've only played on a
few of them. The lights, along
with the turf, make for a great
advantage."
As well as Dan has done on the

soccer field, he has done even
better in the classroom. He has
been on the dean's list con-
tinuously with the exception of
one semester and he is a member
of Tau Beta Pi—the Engineering
Honor Society. He has been ac-
cepted by the school of medicine
here at Johns Hopkins and will
probably stay in Baltimore for
four more years.

Dan's evaluation for his overall
experience is entirely succinct.
"The BME department is one of
the best in the country, JHU is a
very good school, and I'm hap-
py with what I've gotten out of
it.

Donna Williamson
Dan Sisbarro

Jennie O'Hara is a four-year
letterman in field hockey and
will graduate with a B.A. in the
Humanities.
Jennie almost missed making

the field hockey team tryouts. "I
called coach Anderson two weeks
before pre-season," she says.
"She didn't know about me."
Obviously, she learned a lot
because Jennie was starting in
goal by the end of the season.
"It was more than I an-

ticipated. I thought I would be on
the J.V. because my sport is soc-
cer, which I would have played
if there had been a team.
"Being involved in athletics is

important, especially at Hopkins,
because it gives you a group of
people to hang out with and it ties
you to the school. It also gives
you a sense of responsibility and
commitment, which I needed."

Looking back over the years,
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1 Burst
4 Sting
9 Timid
12 Anger
13 Balance
14 Baker's product
15 Frights
17 Cripples

19 Doom
20 Part of fireplace
21 Disengaged
23 Most pleasing

to taste

27 Agreements
29 Corn plant parts
30 Teutonic deity
31 In music, high
32 Commonplace
34 Period of time
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36 Tart
37 Fear
39 Quell
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46 Valuable violin

48 Obvious

51 Buddy

52 At no time

54 Ocean
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57 Playing card
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1 Fruit seed
2 Native metal
3 Ideal
4 Blemish
5 Customs
6 Three-toed
sloths

7 Rupees: abbr.
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9 Malice
10 That man
11 Affirmative
16 Rage
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20 Chair
21 Semi-precious

stones
22 Pacific island

group
24 Traps
25 Caravansary
26 Barter
28 Parliament of

Norway
33 Regrets
34 Most uncanny
36 Quarrel
38 Peruse
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currency: pl.
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she sees consistency in the field
hockey team. "My first year, we
had two seniors but a strong
sophomore and junior class." Ex-
perience came with time that
season and the ensuing three
years were highly successful as
the team captured the southwest
MAC title twice.
Jennie credits Anderson with

the team's success. "She's a good
coach. No nonsense, fair, and a
good athlete herself," she says.
About the team, she feels that

"there are some gaps. Next
year's senior and sophomore
classes will be strong. The ques-

tions lie in the junior class and the
incoming freshmen. If we get

another good class of freshmen,

the team will be fine. In terms of
leadership, it's difficult when a

veteran keeper graduates because

the team has to adjust. Someone

is going to have to be a leader in

the back."
Jennie reflects both positively

and negatively on past perfor-
mances. "Beating Rochester two
years ago was a definite achieve-
ment. We had flown over and
they were ranked pretty high, so
it was a big game to us. The level
of play was high and we kept up
with it."
The Jays fell to Drew in the

MAC playoffs in 1987, and Jen-
nie is ambivalent about the loss.
"Sophomore year, we were
down three goals and came back
to lose only by one. It was a nice
statement about our play; we
couldn't be disappointed. The last
game of this past season, though,
was not a way to go out." That
game, another loss to Drew, 5-3,
was a disappointment for a
keeper who had been honored as
UAA player of the week once and
was part of an excellent defense.
"Goalie is not a difficult posi-

tion to assess: either you do well
or you don't," she adds. She
doesn't mind the turf, even
though it gives her opponents a
nice lie for a shot. "I like the turf
for field hockey; field hockey is
a fast-paced game."
Stepping off the turf after a

practice or game is another mat-
ter. "The women's locker room
is a disgrace," she comments.
"It's more like a bathroom. In the

fall, there are three sports using
it. It's just too small."

Jennie describes herself as an
"average run-of-the-mill stu-
dent" at Hopkins. "I really have
enjoyed the Humanities Depart-
ment. It's afforded me the chance
to do a lot of things."

Jennie spent the '89 spring
semester studying in France at
Strasbourg. There she interned
with the Council of Europe,
which is basically a European
U.N. representing 22 countries.
She worked with the delegates but
had to leave just before things
became interesting over the sum-
mer. During this past fall
semester, she interned at
Maryland National Bank in the
advertising department.
"Humanities allowed me to get

a broad range of courses that I
would not have taken in another
department. Basically, I have a
4iberal arts education, which is
tough to come by at Hopkins."
She will eventually attend law
school.
"Hopkins prepares you well to

deal with a lot of different situa-
tions. I feel at an advantage, be-
ing independent and confident
from my time here. At the same
time, Hopkins takes away a little
from the typical social scene of
many colleges and universities.
"Socially, a lot of it is what

you put into it, but there is more
that could be done for the
students. I feel the same way
about academic facilities here at
Homewood. For instance, the
MSE library is terrible in com-
parison to other universities as
there aren't enough volumes.
Basically, little details that in-
volve undergraduate social and
academic life are ignored by the
administration, and students
simply accept this and deal.

"It's been long," she says.
"I've gotten a lot out of Hopkins.

Hopkins provides a great educa-
tion with a good athletic program.
Other than that, it's up to you."

Donna Williamson
Jennie O'Hara

Brandon Rosser is a three-
year letterman in football and
will graduate with a B.A. in
international studies.

"I was really nervous," gran-
don recalls before coming to pre-
season football. "I was skinny
and when I had visited as a pre-
frosh, all the football players I
met were big. I played for a small
high school. Coming here was a
big jump. Once I got into it, I
relaxed."
"I didn't expect to play. I was

satisfied in learning as much as
I could, especially with two great
receivers like Tom Finnegan and
Tim Rhyme ahead of me." One
definite distraction he notes was
that he had four receiving coaches
in four years.

In spite of that, Brandon learn-
ed a lot about receiving. "Receiv-
ing is more than running fast and
catching the ball," he says. "It's
an art starting with how you come
out of the huddle and approach
the line of scrimmage, how you
run and cut. When people see a
catch,_ they usually see that one

play. What they don't see are the
plays before that set up the catch.
There is an art to setting up the
defensive back. I try to teach as
much as I can to the freshmen
each year."

It's no secret that the football
team has struggled over the past
four years. "Initially," says
Brandon, "I was under the belief
that if you went out and played
100 percent, regardless of the
game plan, you'd still do all right.
As far as losing, I took it week
to week. .You lose a game and
you're upset, but you have to look
towards next week, because it's
that long until another game
comes along. You can't play
Division III football if you don't
like the game. You play for your
enjoyment, not for the NFL.
Even after a two-hour practice on
the cement-like baseball outfield,
it is still enjoyable. In high
school, I couldn't accept losing.
Now, I've learned to deal with it
instead of being mad for a week.
That also comes with maturity."

Maturity manifests itself in dif-
ferent ways, such as how you
react under a pressure situation.
"My first start I found out about

by reading the paper on the mor-
ning of the game," says Brandon.
"Pfiefer hadn't told me. Still, he
gambled on me and I prevailed."

"Pfiefer has resigned and now
Margraff is head coach. It's a
great morale boost for the team,
which has a lot of talent return-
ing. They should do remarkably
better. I've heard great things
about Margraff, especially that he
likes to throw, which is too bad
for me."
Brandon has had good fortune

at Hopkins in academics. "I've
gotten lucky with my class selec-
tions," he says. "The [interna-
tional studies] department allows
a wide range of courses:
economics, history, politica.
science, a foreign language, elec-
tives. It's a challenging major."
Brandon has already had some

international experiences, having
been to Africa and France. "The
whole American psyche that we
don't have to learn another
language is snobbish. I'm in-
terested in the development of
third-world countries and human
rights."

Last summer, he worked at
Amnesty International in New
York City. "People called in with
potential cases. The Tiananmen
Square uprising had the office
swarming with calls. I had to field
a lot of responsibility, even
though I had just gotten my feet
wet."
To achieve his goals, Brandon

will need a masters degree.
Presently, he is not ready to go
back  to school. "I'm interested

Donna Williamson
Brandon Rosser

in the Peace Corps," he says.
"I'd like to get out of the coun-
try and see the results of my
labors here. Hopkins can have an
effect on you."
Brandon sees trouble for one-

third of the student body at
Hopkins. "The female students
get an unfair reputation. A lot of
male students are intimidated by
the fact that there are women who
are smarter than them. That's a
crime, especially at such a
respectable university where we
should be able to distance
ourselves from a patriarchal
society. In addition to changing
male attitudes, a potential solution
would be to accept more
women."
"Ultimately, I'm glad I came

here. It's a challenging school. I
went to a good public high
school, but I needed that first
pass/fail semester. After that, I
adjusted and learned a lot."

An Open Letter from the Athletic Director

Dear students:
A number of complaints have been directed to

the athletics office regarding the use of vulgar
language at Hopkins home lacrosse games. These
complaints have primarily come from senior
citizens and parents with young children who have
been seated in areas where Hopkins students have
also been located.

Please be considerate of others, eliminate the use
of profanities, and take pride in proper behavior at
our games.

In addition, remember that alcohol is not
permitted at the games, so please cooperate in this
area, too.

Thank you.
Bob Scott
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Activities Calendar

Friday, April 6

12 p.m.-2 a.m. Spring Fair Begins!
Come and Enjoy the fun & the food with
your friends.
7 p.m. The JHU Barnstormers present
their spring musical ,Chicago at the
Arellano Theatre. Tickets $4.

Saturday, April 7
8 a.m.-2 a.m. Spring Fair Again! Join
the circus fun!
9 a.m. Men & Women's Crew—JHU
Invitational.
12 p.m. Men's Baseball vs. Ursinus.
1 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Haverford.
2 p.m. Men's Lacrosse vs. North
Carolina.
7 p.m. JHU Barnstormers present
Chicago a vaudeville show at Arellano
for $4.
8 p.m.-12 p.m. Baltimore Sane/ Freeze
Campaign for Global Security presents:
The Rhumba Club & JHU's Flying
Machine. Shake, Rattle & Rhumba at
27th & St. Paul. $3.

Sunday, April 8
10 a.m.- 8 p.m. Last day of Spring

Fair! Come & Enjoy!
1 p.m. Men's Baseball vs. York.
8 p.m. JHU Barnstormers dance & sing
in Chicago.

Monday, April 9
3 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Catholic
University.

Tuesday, April 10
12 p.m. Brown Bag Lunch Series
presents "Conflict Management."
Speaker: William Smedick, Director of
Student Activities. Place: Great Hall.
1 p.m. Men's Golf vs. Gettysburg.
3:30 p.m. Women's Lacrosse vs.
Western Maryland.

Wednesday, April 11
3 p.m. Men & Women's Track vs.
UMBC & Towson.
5 p.m. Women's Center presents:
Hugues Institute Lecture Series: "Of
Embryos & Women: Procreative Choice
& the New Reproductive
Technologies." Speaker: Prof. Ruth
Hubbard Place: Remsen 1.

Thursday, April 12
1 p.m. Men's Golf vs. Delaware &

Wesley.

3 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Dickinson.
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Campus Concepts

NEED A JOB

THIS SUMMER?

SEE AD PAGE 13

ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS

CHILD CARE SURVEY

The administration needs

information about the child

care needs and preferences

of its students. Surveys will

be distributed in your Depart

ment next week. PLEASE fill

them out and return them to

your dept. or to Garland 249.
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Guido's still a mite bit peeved that some of
you JHU Band members don't realize we
have a concert . . in two weeks? This
means GET YOUR BUTT DOWN TO THE
ROTC BUILDING NOW, HOMER!
Wednesday! Sunday! 7 p,m.! The
undefeated Pep Band will continue its
perfect lax season this Saturday. Meet at
1 p.m. Call Guido's hit line, 366-2623, for
more fun and frivolity.

The Hopkins JIGAMSA (Jewish Inter-
Professional Graduate and Medical
Students Organization) invites you to
"Games People Play," an evening of
games, music, diversions, munchies and
make-your-own-sundae. The event will take
place at Bonnie Ridge Club House on
Saturday, April 21 at 9:00 p.m. Admission
is $7.50. For directions and more info call
Nadai, 358-3155.

The Table Tennis Club meeting will be
held on April 13 at 5 p.m. in the AMR I TV
Room. Elections will be held during the
meeting. Executive officers will be elected.
Be there to vote.

All are welcome to attend the Johns
Hopkins Invitational Regatta this Saturday
(April 7). Races begin at 700 a.m. and run
'til 2:30 p.m. The Regatta will be held at the
Middle Branch Water Resources Center.
(For directions, call Inge at 467-5771.)
Don't forget: we will be drawing the lucky
number that wins the $100 raffle prize! See
you at the races.

People, Society and the Biosphere: A
Symposium on the Environment in the
Americas. Friday, April 20, 226 Maryland
Hall

Aikido, the Japanese art of self -defense—
learn it here, at Hopkins, for free! Mondays
and Wednesdays 8-9:30 p.m., wrestling
room at the Athletic Center. Call John,
235-0968.

There will be no Concert Committee
meeting this Monday, April 9 due to Spring
Fair exhaustion. If you have any questions
or ideas you want to see happen, call Erik
at 366-7336.

Pre-Law Society will meet Monday at 630
p.m. in Conference Room A. If we don't
have at least ten members attending this
meeting, the Society will disband.

The first Women's Studies Research
Seminar, "Interpreting Women's Bodies,"
will be taught by Professors Emily Martin
and Mary Poovey in the fall of 1990. In-
terested students should submit a one-
page description of their interest in the
course to Jenkins 300 by April 13. Enroll-
ment is limited to 15. For more information.,
call x6166.

It's time to go to the opera! Verdi's Otello

is coming to the Lyric Opera House on Fri-

day, April 20. Tickets are only $15 and

transportation will be provided. Contact

Amy at 889-4549 for tickets.

Outdoors Club meeting on Thursday, April
12, at 8 p.m. in the Great Hall. This is a
mandatory meeting if you plan on going
whitewater rafting with us over the
weekend. The yearbook photo will be
taken, and we will nominate next year's of-
ficers. Questions? Call 8111, 235-9781,

• ., II H III. 

Are we dreaming, or will the Comic Book
Club be really busy at its next meeting?
Well, between nominating officers for next
year and ordering comics at up to a 40%
discount, there won't be enough time for
a nap! So come to the meeting at 6:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, April 10 in the Little Theater.

SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS:
Grill teriyaki and "dogs" with the class of
'90, for the Class of '90. Proceeds will go
towards more fun and games during Senior
Week. Come enjoy the fun and sun (and
maybe catch Lou on the accordion!)

The Chinese Students Association will
hold elections for next year's offices on
Monday, April 9 in the AMR I Multipurpose
Room at 7:30 p.m. . . really! Call
243-1920 to find out if you're eligible.

COMEDY NIGHT. The Gay and Lesbian
Alliance will be hosting San Francisco com-
edian Danny Williams on Friday, April 13,
at 800 p.m. in the Arellano Theater. Ad-
vance tickets are $4 ($3 for students) and
are available at GALA and Homewood
Discussion Group meetings and at Lamb-
da Rising Bookstore (241 West Chase
Street). Tickets are $5 at the door.

The Homewood Discussion Group will
meet Tuesday, April 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Garrett Room (MSE Library). Meetings are
open to anyone interested in gay, lesbian,
and bisexual issues of the general
community.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will meet
Monday, April 9, at 7.30 p.m. in Con-
ference Room A (below the Glass Pavilion).
Meetings are open to anyone interested in
gay, lesbian, and bisexual issues of the
Hopkins community

JHU GALA FILM FOCUS: The Gay and
Lesbian Alliance, the Office of Residential
Life, and the GAO will host two films:
"Westler" (VV. German) and "Mala Noche"
(USA) on Thursday, April 19, at 8:00 p.m.
in Shriver Hall. Tickets are available at the
door ($4 for both films; $3 for one: $1 stu-
dent discount with ID).

Come and be a part of us at the next
Hopkins Christian Fellowship Rally. Be
there at 7. 15 p.m. on Fiiday, April 6 in the
AMR I Multipurpose Room. Our speaker
will be Dave Gibbons, the pastor of Bethel
Community Church. Free food! Plenty of
fun and learning! All welcome!

Attention all art enthusiasts! The HOP Fine
Arts Committee is sponsoring a free tour
of the Baltimore Museum of Art on Satur-
day, April 14, at 12:00. All interested should
contact Vivian at 235-5793 after 5.00 p

"Public Spaces: Power and Representa-
tion in the City." A colloquium focusing or
representations and power relations in ur-
ban public spaces. Friday, April 6, 1990,
9 a.m.-3:30 p.m., AMR 1 Multipurpose
Room. Co-sponsored by the Dept. of An-
thropology and the GRO.

ftre Mozartean Players: Friday, April 20,
8:00 p m., 4545 N Charles Street. $4
general, $3 JHU faculty/grad students, $2
students and chiidren.

IPS Seminar. "Family Structure, Earnings
Inequity, and the Marginalization of Black
Men." Dr. Samuel Myers, Director of At ro-
American Studies, University of Maryland.
Monday, April 16, 3.00-500 p.m. Shriver
Hall Conference Room.

"Of Embryos and Women: Procreative
Choice and the New Reproductive
Technologies." Professor Ruth Hubbard,
Dept. of Biology, Harvard University.
Wednesday, April 11, 5:00 p.m

History Dept. Seminar: "Law, Equity, and
Social Policy in Early American History."
Dr. J.R. Pole, New York University. April
9, 4:00 p.m., Gilman 315.

Apply now for the Mayor's Fellowship Pro-
gram (Fall 1990 semester), a 6-credit
undergraduate course in urban policy
featuring a seminar and internships in ur-
ban planning, administration, law, social
services, community organization,
economic development, and related fields.
For info and applications, contact Robert
Seidel, Institute for Policy Studies, Shriver
Hall, 338-4624

Lithuania: Its people, its history, its strug-
gle. A slide.illustrated talk, including an ac-

, count of a visit to Soviet-occupied Lithuania
by Watt Kubilius in Olin Hall auditorium. Co-
sponsored by the Office of the Chaplain.
Thursday, April 12, 400 p.m.

Easter Brunch 12-12:30 p.m. in the Great
Hall. There will be a $2 donation requested.
RSVP or for further information call the
Chaplain's Office at 338-8188. Co-
sponsored with the Hopkins Christian
Fellowship, the Hopkins Catholic Com-
munity, and the Episcopal Students
Association.

Come catch the JHU men's volleyball
team in its first home match of the season
as the Jays battle Loyola this Tuesday at
7.00 p.m. in the Back Gym.

COME DO IT ALL AT THE FIJI
ISLANDER! From 1200-1000, Saturday,
April 21, on the practice field next to the
Athletic Center Party all afternoon and
evening to live music and stuff yourselves
with free food and beverages!! Tickets will
be sold by brothers and at the door.

May 4 at International House— Second An-
nual Silent Auction—Antique quilts, vaca-
tion packages, jewelry, and much more will

be up for bidding. Refreshments, too. In-
ternational House is sponsored by the
Johns Hopkins School of Public Health. It
is hore r n • .ulty, and the public
and is locatd at 103 E Mount Royal Ave
-tie auction will be 6-9:30 p.m., and admis-
sion is $30. For information, call 955-5194.

If you're interested in attending a Passover
Seder on campus Monday and/or Tuesday
evening, please call Josiah, 889-0983, or
Pamela, 338-1984, by Friday afternoon

Inhumane Deterrence, Hostile Treatment,
Cruel Punishment . Sounds like
Hopkins? No- it's the treatment of Viet-
namese boat people in Hong Kong!
Amnesty International invites you to attend
a lecture given by Dr. Le Xuan Khoa, presi-
dent of the Indochina Resource Action
Center, on Thursday, April 12 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Arellano Theater

The Course Guide will hold a general
meeting this Tuesday, 10 April 1990, at
7,30 p.m. in the Production Room (base-
ment of Merryman Hall). All members
should attend. We will organize the distribu-
tion of the magazine and questionnaire
packets, discuss the election of new
editors, and much more—including a year-
book photo. We have both shirts we printed
and the new questionnaire!

Pharmacist
Bone Marrow Transplant/
Oncology Clinical Pharmacy
Specialist

The Shadyside Hospital Pharmacy De-

partment is presently accepting appli-

cations for a Bone Marrow Transplant/

Oncology Clinical Pharmacy Specialist

position developed in conjunction with

the opening of our new Bone Marrow

Transplant Unit in July, 1990.

The incumbent will be responsible for

the overall decentralized pharmacy ser-

vices in the Oncology/Bone Marrow

Transplant Unit, to include unit dose/

IV admixture, chemotherapy prepara-

tion, clinical services and investiga-

tional drug protocols/procedures Pre-

vious Oncology/BMT experience is

essential. An advanced degree and/or

residency training is preferred.

For consideration, please forward re-

sume to: Marilyn A. Walters, Manag-
er, Employment, Shadyside Hospital
5230 Centre Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA
15212 (412) 622-2233. EOE

SHADYSIDE
HOSPITAL

HILLCREST CLINIC
Prompt confidential help

• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
• ABORTION SERVICES
• BIRTH CONTROL SERVICES

• SONOGRAMS
• COUNSELING
• COMMUNITY EDUCATION

St. Paul Cleaners
3120 St. Paul Si,

235-4413

TAILORING, REPAIRING, SAME DAY CLEAN-

ING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING

CLASSIFIED
CAMP WEEKELA FOR
BOYS/GIRLS, CANTON,
MAINE. One of America's
most prestigious camps,
seeks creative dynamos
for staff positions June 18

, through August 19 fpr ten
nis, landsports, '-gym
nastics, waterskiing, com-
petitive skiing, water polo,
small crafts, piano, dance,
drama, song leaders,
camperaft/ropes,
ceramics, art,
photography/yearbook.
Also office, kitchen and
maintenance positions. If
you think you're tops,
contact: 130 S. Merkle
Road, Columbus, Ohio,
43209. (614) 235-3177.

CAMP COUNSELORS:
Maine summer camp
seeks students or
teachers to instruct either.
tennis, lacrosse, water-
front, golf, soccer,
photography, basketball„
arts&crafts, etc. Call
653-2480.

ATTENTION: EARN
MONEY TYPING AT
HOME!! 32,000/yr in-
come potential. Details, (1)
602-838-8885 ext. T-
12423.

ADOPTION: Loving cou-
ple unable to have our
own child, seeking to
adopt infant. Can pay
your medical and legal ex-
penses. Call Jane or Fred
collect (202) 537-3436.

ATTENTION: EARN
MONEY READING
BOOKS!! $32,000/year
income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 ext. Bk
12423.

ATTENTION: EASY
WORK EXCELLENT
PAY!! Assemble products
at home. Details (1)
602-838-8885 ext. W
12423,

ATTENTION-HIRING!!
Government jobs in your
area. $17,840-$69,485
Call 1-602-838-8885 ext
R 12423.

ATTENTION-HIRING!
Government jobs—your
area. $17,840-$69,485
Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext
R 12423

HOUSE FOR RENT!!
Roland Avenue 4
bedrooms, 1 bathroom,
formal living room, dining
room, and kitchen, fenced
yard. $650 per month,
plus utilities. One month's
rent security deposit. No
pets, no children. In-
quiries: (301) 532-2795.

ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (u-repair). Delin-
quent tax property.
Repossessions. Call
1-602-838-8885 ext. GH
12423.

ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvet-
tes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885 ext.. A
12423.

ATTENTION: POSTAL
JOBS! Start at
$11.41/hour! For applica-
tion info call (1)
602-838-8885, Ext.
M-12423, 6 a.m. to 10
p.m. 7 days.

BABYSITTER WANTED:
for 3 year-old child, for
2-hour daytime periods,
can fit in with class
schedules, near
Homewood, call
235 - 7270.

Crew member for 41'
Hatteras for summer
months on Chesapeake
Bay. Boat maintenance,
assistance in handling,
light galley chores. Some
experience required.
Prefer college student with
congenial personality. Will
be needed most
weekends and otherwise
flexible work week. Call
301-243-3703.

Apartment for Rent: 3 E
33rd Street "The Mayfair"
Efficiency, basement unit.
One room, unit kitchen,
full bath. $225/month.
Heat included. Avail 6/1.
532-8580 leave
message.

Apartment for Rent: "The
Mayfair" 3 E 33rd Street.
3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
huge living room, dining
room, kitchen, rear deck.
Avail 6/1. $860/month
heat included. 532-8580
leave message.

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL:

788-44001 _ - AIM

5602 Baltimore National Pike *600

Open Mon Sat

8 30 5 110 p itt

Bring in this coupon with your incoming order for

1▪ u0/0 discount or 3 garments cleaned for the I

price of two on all dry cleaning
elpires -It 13/90 



The Gala "Frankly, My Dear. . . " Movie Quotes Quiz

Sponsored by: Eddie's Liquors 3109 St. Paul St. (243-0221) and Eddie's Supermarket 3117 St. Paul St. (889-1558)

RESULTS: Only one entry to The Gala Woody Allen
Quiz? Geez, what a hostile gesture that was. And, you
know, I-I-I can't deal with hostility. I mean, I was beaten
up by Quakers.
But seriously (for all 8 people who saw "Another

Woman,"), the winner is Mark "My success in show
businesss has enabled me to strike out with a higher class
of women" Lamster. And the answers are: 1) a)Alvy
Singer, b)Miles Monroe, c)Mickey Sachs; 2)Bob Dylan,
"transplendant"; 3)The Happy Carrot Health Food Shop,
Greenwich Village; 4)Phil Moscowitz; 5)Michael's Pub,
The Preservation Hall Jazz Band; 6)Sex and death, after
sex you're not nauseous; 7)George Gershwin; 8)Harlene
Rosen & Louise Lasser; 9)Emily Dickinson; 10)Dwayne
Hall; 11)Carnegie Delicatessen; 12)The Stanislavski Cater-
ing Company.

And as to the much-belated Gala Simpsons Quiz, the win-
ner is: Christopher "I'd give my right earlobe for 15
minutes with Marge" Frappier. The totally boss answers
are: 1)Homer, Marge, Bart, Lisa, Maggie; 2)Snowball 2;
3) Santa's Little Helper or Number 8; 4)Flanders; 5)Otto
45r Otto-man; 6)Patty, Selma; 7)Mr. Burns; 8)Mrs.
K.ravaple; 9)Nelson Muntz; 10)Principal Skinner;
11)Jebediah Obadiah Zachariah Jedediah Springfield; 12)
Jimbo; 13)Smithers; 14)Krusty the Clown; 15) Matt
Groening; 16)James L. Brooks, Matt Groening, Sam
Simon; 17)Springfield Elementary School; 18)Bart-4th,
Lisa-2nd; 19)1 will not waste chalk, I will not instigate
revolution, I will not call my teacher hot cakes, I will not
skateboard in the halls, I will not burp in class, I did not
see Elvis, I will not draw naked ladies in class; 20)the
couch scene; 21)Grandpa Simpson; 22)Bart-tattoo, Lisa-
pony; 23)the TV; 24)don't tattle, always make fun of those
different from you, never say anything unless you're sure
everyone feels the same way; 25)Carmen; 26)"Being
popular is the most important thing in the world."; 27)"A
boy without mischief is like a bowling ball without a li-
quid center."; 28)"It's not what you're feeling inside, it
what shows up on the outside that counts." 29)"Jingle
Bells, Batman smells, Robin laid an egg . . . " 30)Einstein;
31)Happy Birthday; 32)d,e; 33)Duff Beer; 34)Bigfoot;
35)old-technical supervisor, new-safety inspector;
36)American Revolution, WWII, Star Wars trilogy;
37)50-0; 38)Cloud watching; 39)killed a bear with his bare

Win a case of beer and $10 worth of munchies.

hands (although recent information seems to indicate that
the bear killed him); 40)throw mud in his eye, hit him while
his back is turned, hit him in the family jewels; 41)"The
Tracy Ullman Show; 42)moth; BONUS I:Homer; BONUS
II:KWYJIBO: A big, dumb, balding North American ape
with no chin (and a short temper).
Pick up prizes during business hours: Tuesday and Wednes-
day, 2-6 p.m. Winners have two weeks to claim prizes.

INSTRUCTIONS: Identify the movie in which these lines
were uttered and the actor/actress who uttered them.
Brownie points if you can name the character.

1) "You talking to me?"
2) "Tomorrow is another day."
3) "Fasten your seatbelts. It's going to be a bumpy night."
4) "Was it over when the Germans bombed Pearl

Harbor?"
5) "Louie, I think this is the beginning of a beautiful

friendship."
6) "I coulda been a contender."
7) "Squeal like a pig."
8) "I just threw your stinkin' palm tree overboard."
9) "My life was cosmically a shambles until I met

Jeanine."
10) "No matter where you go, there you are."
11) "He made him an offer he couldn't refuse."
12) "We have so much time and so little to do. Wait a

minute . . . scratch that . . . reverse it."
13) "I want to talk to you about ducts."
14) "I'll get you, my pretty."
15) "And I liked doing the nasty."
16) "It's Cosmo's moon."
17) "No prisoners!"
18) "If she had said one more thing about Bergman, I

would have knocked her other contact lens out."
19) "Heineken! Heineken! Pabst Blue Ribbon!"
20) "What we have here is a failure to communicate."
21) " . . .our precious bodily fluids."
22) "White, white, white is the color of our catpet."
23) "Plastics."
24) "F*ck this. Let's do some crimes."
25) "I'll have what she's having."
26) "Fix the cigarette lighter."
27) "Be good."

28) "A boy's best friend is his mother."
29) "Snakes—why did it have to be snakes?"
30) "Open the pod bay doors."
31) "I love the smell of napalm in the morning."

32) "One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. How
he got in there I'll never know."

33) "The calla lilies are in bloom again."
34) "What hump?"
35) "When someone asks you if you're a god, you SAY

YES!"
36) "Okay, but I get to be on top."
37) "It's a big building with lots of patients. But that's not

important right now."
38) "K-K-K-Ken's c-c-c-coming to k-k-k-kill me!"

39) "Why don't you just give me a paper cut and pour
lemon juice on it?"

40) "An African or a European swallow?"
41) "That Barney Rubble—what an actor!"
42) "Bear left." "Right, Frog."

BONUS: "Well, nobody's perfect."

Exposure

Pamela Becker Pamela Becker

David Johnson

Photo submissions welcome for Erposure. Have any Hopkins life shots,

travel photos, or any other interesting pictures? Send your color or b/w

to Box 861 or call the News-Letter office (x7647) for more information.

Photos returned upon request.Donna Williamson


